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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND SURVEY OF RELATED LITERATURE
1. Introduction
At the beginning of the school year of 1939-40, the writer was
asked to serve as a member of a small committee of teachers of English
from grades seven through nine in the schools of Brockton, Massachusetts
under Mr. Edmund K. Fanning. From the research done and the interest
developed while working with this committee, the idea of writing the
course of study presented here developed.
The writer believes that this course of study is in keeping with
the trend of expert opinion in sound educational method and philosophy.
A balance has been preserved between the so-called traditional English
and current social usage. The emphasis on provision for individual
differences will offer a direct challenge to both pupil and teacher
alike. The activities and suggestions have been prepared to offer
purposeful motivation which will appeal to various groups with differing
interests and abilities. Many teachers will find the material here
presented will be little different from what they are doing at the
present time. All of the material has been tried out on experimental
groups and revised in the light of the result.
Realizing that the English needs of the pupils in various schools
vary with geographical location, teachers are encouraged to adapt the
-1-

2content of the units, the time limits, and the activities to the best
interests of the individual pupil, class, and school. It is also desira-
ble that teachers recognize their responsibility to begin with the pupil
at his actual level of achievement regardless of the course of study or
other arbitrary standards.
Without a doubt, some errors will be found on these pages, but it
is hoped that the worth of the material will make up for its inevitable
shortcomings. This course of study is the result of much research in
the field of English at the present time. It is also hoped that the ma-
terial here presented will be tried by teachers and given fair trial and
due consideration. This will be possible only if it is approached with
an open mind, an inquiring attitude, and the desire and patience to help
the individual child to develop powers which will make for efficient use
of his mother tongue.
2. Recent Trends in English Instruction
Within a comparatively few years there appears to have been a grad-
ually awakened interest in the English curriculum and in the construc-
tion of new courses of study in this field. All over the country, com-
mittees have been at work revising, reorganizing, vitalizing, and func-
tionalizing curricula and courses of study to keep them in tune with the
needs of an ever-changing and democratic society. It would appear that
almost all the changes in English have been predicated upon larger educa-
tional trends which in turn have been instrumental in guiding the think-
ing of those engaged in the revision of courses of study. To condense
r
3and appraise fairly these trends is a difficult undertaking, so far-
reaching have been their influence.
In the process of developing this course of study, the following
trends have been carefully considered as influencing factors in the
problem:
(1) The change ia the teaching process to a child-centered cur-
riculum.
(2) The use of scientific research, experimentation, and expert
opinion in fitting the subject matter to the needs of the individual
pupil.
(3) The development of scientific aims in terms of knowledges,
skills, and appreciations.
(4) The use of the functional approach.
(5) English trends in general.
(6) Objective tests.
The change in the teaching process to a child-centered curricu-
lum .— One of the outstanding trends in education which has made itself
felt in the field of English is the transition from the old conception
of the teacher as a hearer of recitations to the more modern version of
the teacher as a guide through the activities which make up the educa-
tional program of the pupils. Mass education and its page-to-page as-
signments and recitation aimed to exhaust the pupils and the text within
a definite time limit is, in many schools, rapidly becoming outmoded.
Now in favor is a method which will better provide for continuous growth
and development of the individual by participation in those practical
(ft
4actiyities which society has set up as desirable outcomes and which
actually function outside as well as inside of school. The course of
study then becomes a guide by offering suggestive method, materials, and
activities which neither restrict nor limit the teacher.
To meet this trend , the thought of the "Experience Curriculum" has
been followed by organizing the course of study in terms of units based
on functional centers of social usage which provide opportunity for
individual and group instruction. These units are primarily in the form
of an assignment sheet to be placed in the hands of the pupil. The
teacher builds the unit carefully stating the specific aims, and then
listing the activities, both required and optional, in which the pupils
are to engage in order to gain the desired outcomes. This method leaves
the teacher free to work with the individual and the group as the need
arises.
The use of scientific research, experimentation, and expert opinion
in fitting the subject matter to the needs of the individual pupil .
—
There is a trend for the schools to plan their work on a broad social
base which has for its purpose the acceptance of many of the findings
of scientific study and research. This rapidly accumulating mass of
theory is slowly filtering its way into curriculum practice. As with all
other movements social in nature, experimentation, investigation, and
other forms of research have produced a host of studies which are showing
their influence on the teaching of English. Particularly valuable have
1/
been the research studies in the field of reading. Research in grammar
_l/Agnes E. Eberling, "Functional Grammar in the Junior High School,"
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1936.

5and spelling have also yielded practices which have helped to modify
their present practice. Studies in grade placement of subject matter,
social demands, pupil achievement, and integration have also added
responsibility to those engaged in curriculum revision. As the result
of this pressure, textbooks, supplementary materials, and methods are
constantly undergoing enrichment and revision in the light of many of
the findings.
The contributions of some of this tested and approved research and
expert opinion have been, in part, a determining factor in the basic
philosophy underlying the guiding principles and unit organization used
here. Provision for individual differences, the use of functional cen-
ters of interest, the use of objective testing devices, the establish-
ment of the activities on a basis of present social needs, the use of
functional grammar, and revision of subject matter into a general Eng-
lish course of study are indicative of some of the uses that have been
made of modern scientific findings.
The development of specific alms in terms of knowledges, skills,
and appreciations .— Also influencing the curriculum builder is the
trend to state specific aims to be achieved by both teacher and pupil.
The past has too often seen teachers at work with subject matter and
classes where there was no clear-cut purpose in mind or even stated in
vague terms. The material to be covered too often has been simply
stated in terms of an outline, which contributed little, if any, to the
present social growth and development of the pupils. Present-day
courses of study are increasingly conscious of the trend. More and
f
6more are revision committees attempting to set up definite social aims
and objectives and to organize their subject matter in terms of func-
tional centers of expression which will help guide pupils in types of
learning situations in keeping with democratic ideals.
This course of study has been formulated on a set of guiding prin-
ciples which specifically set forth the aims and objectives. The unit
method has definitely provided for this trend by requiring the teacher,
before she organizes the activities, to delimit the unit or set bounda-
ries for the learning situation in terms of knowledges, attitudes,
skills, and appreciations in recognition of the growth of the total per-
sonality of the individual child.
The use of the functional approach .— Many of those responsible for
the organization of the present-day course of study have been staunch
advocates of the unit of human experience as the foundation of their
activities. This has for its basis the real- life situation of a series
of experiences in which the pupil takes part and accomplishes what to
him are tangible and worthwhile tasks centered around a problem. This
calls for the teaching of definite knowledges, attitudes, skills, and
appreciations the value of which is plainly apparent to the pupil as
well as to the teacher.
In this way the pupil under the direct guidance of the teacher will
engage in those learning activities which have such vital social interest
that they produce satisfaction of achievement, develop a mastery of de-
sirable skills, and so add to the pupil's knowledge, that he will have
at the same time acquired desirable attitudes and understandings. This
I
7is the psychological approach, and courses so organized are considered
to be of the functional-centered or activity type as compared to the
traditional-outline or logical organization.
In our English we feel that the functional approach is the nearest
thing at present to the teaching of social problem-solving. By means
of the functional approach, purposeful activities may be set up which
will function in desirable ways of social living both inside and out-
side of school. These activities have covered as wide a variety of
situations as possible; such as, study of the dictionary, conversation,
story telling, explanations-directions-instructions, and letter writing.
The best assurance we have that the pupil will carry on activities
which are beneficial to him individually as well as socially is his
desire and ability to carry them on now in school.
English trends in general .— There seems to be a trend in the Eng-
lish field to displace the traditional specialized courses by more gen-
eral courses. The conception of English as made up of compartment- like
subjects of reading, composition, grammar, spelling, and others has
given way to courses reported simply as English or, at most, of courses
in two main phases of language and literature. TThile this material is
organized under the title of English, the material is divided for prac-
tical purposes of functional utility into English and literature.
There are in the field of English several trends or practices com-
mon to many of the English courses which have influenced this work.
(1) Reduced time allotments. In line with the generalizing of
English in the junior high school, there has been a general trend to

3set the weekly time allotment for the ninth grade at five hours a week
and to increase this slightly in the seventh and eighth grades. The
reason for this is found in the corresponding trend to eliminate non-
essentials, to improve methods of teaching, and to provide for wider
cooperation among all departments in which expressional and reading
skills are practiced.
(2) English composition and literature. It appears to be common
practice for teachers to alternate units of literature with units of
composition taught by the same teacher within the same term and with ap-
proximately the same amounts of time spent on each.
(3) Drill. Drill on rules and isolated subject matter is being
replaced with an opportunity for practice of the individual's errors
through activities of well-motivated social value. Drill, to be an
economical and an efficient means for learning and for the correction
of errors, must be properly motivated and individualized.
(4) Vocational emphasis. The vocational aspects of the study of
English are, for the majority of the pupils, rapidly assuming increased
significance. Activities based on the world of work may well be included
in the course of study.
(5) Heading. It is generally accepted that instruction in both
silent and oral reading is continued from the elementary school. Pro-
vision for reading matter of widely differing types is recommended.
Opportunity should be provided for free reading in material of the
pupil's choice for purposes of encouraging the pupil to read for pure
enjoyment. Remedial reading for certain individuals is accepted
*I
9practice.
(6) The English classroom. The unit organization of subject matter
expressed in terms of purposeful activities calls for the transition of
the formal classroom into a social laboratory equipped with maps, study
tables, reference materials, and other equipment indicative of a new
socialization of procedure and a setting in which to enjoy good books.
(7) Functional grammar. Formal and technical grammar have been
supplanted by a functional grammar which eliminates non-essentials and
provides an opportunity for practice by the individual in his own errors
of everyday speech and writing.
(8) The classics. As pressure of college-entrance examinations is
not felt by the majority of English .students, the trend is away from many
of the time-worn classics. A broadening of reading interests, varied to
meet the current needs of adolescent boys and girls, is the view ex-
pressed by the English specialists of today.
General aim and guiding principles of English .— English is taught
for the purpose of better fitting the individual to meet the oral and
written activities of everyday life and to provide broad experiences by
reading both for enjoyment and information.
The philosophy underlying the reorganization of the English course
of study is as follows:
The guiding principle—The course of study in English provides a
series of guided experiences to enable the child to meet adequately
real- life situations having to do with the use of English in school,
social, and canmunity life.
i
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The function
—
The real function of English teaching is to provide
language and reading experiences that will develop permanent and prac-
tical habits, attitudes, skills, and understandings for which pupils
have an immediate need.
The subject matter—This is selected on a basis of usefulness to
all pupils for their present needs and interests.
The scope—The course of study should be broad enough to include
any experience that will give the pupil worthwhile English training.
Organization—The course of study is in units based on functional
centers of interest.
Motivation—The units of study should be made up of such worthwhile
material that its value will be plainly apparent to the pupils.
Growth—Units should provide for improvement in the ability of the
child to acquire habits of clear, correct, and effective expression, and
attentive listening so that he will be able to meet social situations
with greater confidence and ease.
Progre s s
i
veness—The course of study should be so graded as to make
each experience reach a higher plane of attainment in each succeeding
grade
.
Integration—The units should be so closely integrated as to insure
continuity of growth.
Individual differences—Each unit shall include experiences adapted
to individual needs, interests, attitudes, and capacities.
Method—Subject matter is organized in the form of activities ar-
ranged around functional centers of social interest and taught by means
f
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of the unit and the unit assignment. Democratic planning and coopera-
tion of teachers and pupils according to the ability of each is the
only form of social living in the classroom that will train pupils to
live worthily in a democracy.
The outcomes—The outcomes for the English course of study should
be definitely stated in teims of informations, knowledges, habits,
skills, concepts, and appreciations.
(1) Desirable habits of oral and written expression.
(2) Skill and accuracy in oral and silent reading.
(3) Excellent choice in the use of words.
(4) Wide reading and discriminating use of newspapers and maga-
zines.
(5) Appreciation of good radio programs, movies, and drama.
(6) Rich vicarious experiences from well-chosen reading.
(7) An enthusiastic enjoyment of all English experiences.
3. Functional Centers
Simply stated, the underlying philosophy of this course of study
is that all subject matter should be in the fom of activities based
on the present individual and social needs of the pupil both inside and
outside of school. By providing for his present needs, it is thought
that the pupil will have greater interest and see more of purposeful
and practical value in the activities in which he is engaged. 7/e must,
therefore, decide what forms these everyday English activities are to
take.
r(
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Authorities in the secondary English field seem to be generally-
agreed that these present needs of the pupil should be the cores or
centers around which individual and group activities may be arranged.
With this as a basis, the idea of the functional center as a means of
indicating the type of English expression in which the pupil may engage
has been accepted.
Therefore, the term "functional center" is defined as a desirable
social outcome about which have been listed the various activities in
which the pupil will engage in the formation of good habits of English
expression.
In detemining these functional centers, three questions had to be
answered:
(1) What are the functions of English in life inside and outside
of school?
(2) What knowledges, skills, attitudes, and appreciations are es-
sential to carrying out these functions?
(3) What activities are best suited to the carrying out of these
functions to gain the desired ends?
These became the criteria for the subject-matter content.
All available references and studies which had to do with the
development of the subject matter and activities from the point of view
of the present need and social value were noted carefully, and from
these were selected those functional centers which best covered the
English content for the seventh-grade English pupil. Those selected
are:
(
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a. Use of the Dictionary d. Letter Writing
b. Conversation e. Stories—Oral and Written
c. Making Word Pictures f. Explanations, Directions
Instructions
These functional centers have been carefully analyzed for teacher
use
a. in terns of desirable activities so grouped and so organized
that the activities they propose present a definite plan from grade to
grade.
b» in terms of subject matter content, suggesting what material
would best fit under any functional center.
c. in terms of charted required and supplementary material. Also
given is the functional grammar.
Thus the teacher is provided with her teaching material for the
year with suggestions for activities by which it might be taught, and
hints as to where in her teaching might be put the functional grammar
required for her grade.
Oral and written composition .— While we do not think of oral and
written composition as compartment-like subjects, we do realize that
they are important elements in our unit activities. In general, their
purpose is to provide a means of helping pupils to discover the things
they want to say and enable them to say these things in the best possi-
ble way. This does not mean that there is a best way to do this, for
ways will differ with the pupil, the subject matter, and the teacher.
What is necessary is the habitual consciousness of what is correct in
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speech, writing, and reading.
Oral composition . One of the essential skills which every junior
high school pupil should acquire is the proper and effective use of oral
composition. Its use is not limited to the study of English, but to all
the classes of the whole school as one of the forms of composition in
which information, ideas, and experiences are transmitted to others.
While this responsibility is not alone that of the English teacher, it
does fall to her lot to provide the proper emphasis for quality, accu-
racy, and skill in the conventional forms and procedures of social ex-
perience.
Not only must pupils be provided with the means of oral expres-
sion, but it is equally important that there be practice in being cour-
teous and intelligent audience- listeners . Later in life, more pupils
must be listeners than can ever be talkers and this phase of their
training must not be neglected. English teachers will find in oral Eng-
lish a challenge which can only be met with a wide variety of devices
and procedures which discover sources of materials, and broad informa-
tional background of information.
Practice in oral composition should provide opportunities for bet-
ter social and personal traits; such as, poise, confidence, better
speech habits, and initiative. Oral work should develop right atti-
tudes in the speaker and in the listener, which promote valuable and
critical discussion. Pointless and irrelevant discussion should be
guarded against by making the subject matter and activities center
around a single topic of discussion and be related to the basic
(t
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interests of the class.
Teachers should carefully check and approve individual reports
previous to their delivery by means of conferences which stress collec-
tion and organization of material. Nothing is so boring and inexcusable
as poor preparation.
Because errors in spelling and written composition have been traced
directly to poor enunciation, teachers should be careful to place the
proper emphasis on the oral English activities. Satisfactory procedure
calls for a careful blending of the oral and written work when working
out the activities of the unit. The trend seems to be to give a larger
share of the English time-allotment to the oral than to the written work.
Written composition . Written composition is primarily concerned
with developing in the pupil correct usage and ability to meet expres-
sional demands inside and outside of school in situations which meet his
social needs and experiences.
Present-day written work should make the pupil conscious at all
times that English expression is a necessary factor of all school sub-
jects. To meet the needs of the high school, the junior high school
pupil must be able to present factual and general informational material
from textbooks and reading from many sources.
It is recommended that many of the traditional English practices
like unsupervised notebook writing, long copied passages, last minute
dictated assignments be discarded in favor of writing about personal
experiences and a host of other appropriate, practical, and individually-
satisfying situations.
c(
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Particularly singled out for discard in the junior high school is
the traditional type of English theme. For most pupils it is of doubt-
ful value as an effective means of improving writing habits. Being a
formal school exercise and lacking in useful purpose, social value, and
sincerity it has little value and interest to motivate it properly.
Composition can be taught with far greater value and less output of time
by providing for individual practice on errors in such things as capital-
ization, punctuation, sentence structure, and grammatical usage. Im-
provement in written composition comes only when the pupil recognizes
his errors and assumes the responsibility for correcting them.
The teacher's main responsibility in the written composition is to
tie up content matter that is worthwhile with practical reasons for
writing. Personal experience and social necessity should suggest and
supply many appropriate practical and individually satisfying situations
about which to write.
Functional grammar .— Functional gramaar is that part of the sub-
ject which has present utility or is used in the improvement of writing
and of everyday speech. Foimal or technical grammar should be limited
to special groups of pupils in the high school who have superior ability.
As to exactly what constitutes the grammar content for a course of
study in junior high school English, specialists in this field disagree.
There is however the feeling that grammar should be incidental to the
usage program and not accorded a particularly prominent place in the
course of study. In the junior high school, pupils need most of all
what is correct rather than why it is correct. Therefore, pupils
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should not be forced to commit to memory long sets of rules and defini-
tions and endure endless and meaningless drill. Instead, the language
study should begin with the actual need of the individual pupil as
brought out by such diagnostic devices as seem necessary to determine
his errors of speech and writing. Grammar, to be practical, will have
to be taught by_ use and not simply taught for use .
1/
The aims in functional grammar are generally accepted as:
(1) To develop habits of correct usage in thinking, speaking, and
writing.
(2) To enable pupils to identify and use correctly the parts of
speech.
(3) To develop skill in recognizing and skill in using sentences.
Just what grammar is functional has been the subject of considera-
ble scientific study and research. What constitutes an essential of
granmar is apparently a question which falls directly back on the needs
of the individual pupil. An authoritative answer to this question will
be found in the volume "An Experience Curriculum in English" by Eatfield
and others. Here in the chapter under "Usage" are listed in order of
frequency, beginning with grade seven, the fifty-seven most common usage
errors in each of the seven parts of speech. The list, too long to
quote here, is commended to each teacher as a basis of procedure. This
book should be a part of each teacher's reference material not only as
a source but as a challenge.
Another fundamental need in the junior high school is the ability
of the pupil to recognize a sentence as a complete thought whether it
2/As agreed upon by a committee writing a Course of Study in English for
Grades Seven, Eight, and Nine in the Public Schools of Brockton, Massa-
chusetts.
f
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be heard or written. The aim here again is habit formation rather than
a knowledge of correct forms. Habit development calls for repetition,
practice, and actual experience in the thing to be learned. All instruc
tion to be truly functional, is at its best when the need for it arises
in the process of the work of the unit. Errors common to all of the
class should then be taught to all; errors common to a few should be
taught to that group; errors of the individual should be confined to
the individual.
Drill for the purpose of this course of study is spoken of as op-
portunity for purposeful practice
.
Emphasis on practice by the individ-
ual is recommended, provided tiie material is of practical value and
actually functions in the present needs of the individual as revealed
by the error in his own speech and writing. Drilling on sample isolated
sentences has no effective practical use for junior high school pupils.
The course of study as outlined contains the essentials of the
functional English, which would be acccmplished by most of the pupils
for the particular grade. Functional English is seen as a cumulative
process of spiral growth in which the pupil moves as he gains maturity
and the ability to use his language.
Spelling and handwriting .— There is a definite need for improve-
ment in the handwriting of junior high school pupils. There seems to
be a letting down after the pupils leave the sixth grade. With the use
of typewriters and other such machines, perhaps the handwriting is be-
coming more of a personal and social need rather than a business need.
All teachers should refuse to accept papers which do not set
•<
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standards which should be set up by the pupils and teacher together.
The goal of all should be to write well enough for that writing to be
easily read and accurately interpreted by the reader.
The desired end of spelling instruction should be that the pupils
spell accurately words used in all form of written expressions. These
words should be taken from papers written by the pupils. Also, tine
might well be spent on the one hundred demons.
Reading—silent, oral, and remedial .— It has been thought in the
past that the various skills, habits, and techniques of reading had all
been mastered by the end of the sixth grade and, therefore, there was no
longer a need to actually teach, reading. Studies prove, however, that
in any class there is a wide range of ability to read at various levels.
It has been definitely shown that the teaching of these skills, habits,
and techniques must be continued throughout the secondary school.
Most educators agree that reading is primarily concerned with the
development of basic reading skills. Training in these skills should be
given at a time set aside for this purpose, the approach should be mean-
ingful and well motivated. When the pupils recognize the need, satis-
factory results will follow.
A course of study in reading should be based on the specific and
general needs and interests of the groups. These fall into two groups:
those which are common to many (improvement rate, comprehension, and word
meaning); those which involve mechanics of reading (enunciation and pro-
nunciation). To determine interests, the following will be helpful:
individual conferences, simple questionnaires, consultation with
s.
\
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children's librarians, and observation of book choices.
Once the needs and interests of the children are recognized, they
should be used for effective motivation. Also necessary to effective
learning are the following qualities of the teacher: voice, enthusiasm,
breadth of interests, sense of humor, sympathy, and understanding. Ma-
terial used should always be within the range of the pupils of limited
capacity without being too immature in content.
These objectives might well be set up as the basis for a reading
program:
(1) to acquire economical and effective study habits.
(2) to develop the ability to use effectively different types of
reading materials.
(3) to improve in the mastery of the mechanics of reading.
(4) to improve the habits of reading.
(5) to increase the reading and speaking vocabulary.
Silent reading might be divided into two large classifications:
recreational and work-type or informational. The first type is covered
in the literature field. Informational reading may be done for enjoyment
or in conjunction with other skills. The following simple techniques,
habits, and skills should be developed:
(1) to comprehend and interpret accurately the material read.
(2) to visualize described details.
(3) to select the main idea and supply the details in order.
(4) to summarize materials read, orally and in writing.
(5) to skim for rapid reading and main ideas.
r
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(6) to outline in preparation for study and later presentation.
(7) to find answers to questions.
(8) to get a personal reaction to the reader's purpose.
(9) to pass judgment.
(10) to apply to oneself the information gained.
These skills should be developed in connection with situations in which
they will eventually be used. There should be an abundance of material
to which pupils should have access. Every possible opportunity should
be used to utilize the results of the reading in assembly programs,
school functions, and activities.
During the past few years, oral reading has been pushed aside in
favor of silent reading. Many bad habits, detectable only through oral
reading, have gone not corrected. Certain aspects of oral reading;
such as, correct phrasing, diction, emphasis, articulation, pleasant
voice qualities, poise, self-confidence, and good posture should be
encouraged. The teacher who expects to improve oral reading must be
familiar with the characteristics of a poor reader. In answer to those
who claim that in real-life situations there is no place for oral read-
ing, may I suggest: reading aloud to blind or aged persons, trying out
for dramatics, reading directions, problems, and minutes of a meeting.
There is a trend now in tiie junior high schools to provide oppor-
tunity for remedial reading instruction. This is not so much to help
the pupils of low mentality as much as it is to help the pupil of normal
or superior ability who is below grade. The intelligence test will pre-
dict the probable achievement of the pupils. However, his mental age is
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not the only factor. The results of an adequate testing program are the
bases of a remedial program. Only after the causes are understood can
remedial instruction begin. A good reading program will emphasize the
following: regular periods given at a favorable time, a supply of in-
teresting and varied reading materials selected according to needs,
interests, and reading levels; utilization of the abilities of the
children, and sympathy, patience, and understanding in working with
problem cases.
Some of the more recent books on improving reading skills in re-
tarded readers are listed below:
Flying the Printways , Carol Hovious, D. C. Heath and Company.
You and Your Reading
,
Evelyn Stovall, Ginn and Company
Experiences in Reading and Thinking
,
Center and Parsons, The Mac-
mi llan Company.
±1
4. Method of Instruction Chosen and a Formula of Procedure
The terms "unit" and "unit assignment" used in speaking of a method
of teaching are comparatively new in education. For purposes of clarify-
ing the meaning of this method and my reasons for considering it best,
I have read widely the opinions of leaders in this field. There is a
lack of uniformity in terminology found in current literature and in the
definition of a unit, but all have points in common.
For purposes of this course of study, the unit may be defined as a
grouping of related materials around some functional center of English
which will provide for desirable growth in any or all of the following:
1/As agreed upon by a committee writing a Course of Study in English
for Grades Seven, Eight, and Nine in the Public Schools of Brockton,
Massachusetts
.
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knowledges, skills, habits, attitudes, and appreciations. These changes
or advances should be "down to earth," avoiding all flowery, high-sounding
descriptions of outcomes by character changes or remote objectives; the
teacher should confine herself to simple, declarative sentences stating
the immediate ends to be hoped for as the result of a few weeks' good
teaching. This will require systematic planning and concrete thinking
on the part of the teacher.
The plan is divided into two parts: the unit and the unit assign-
ment. The first part of the plan is intended solely for the use of the
teacher and is made up of the statement of the unit in which the teacher
states, in simple language, what learnings and skills in terms of de-
sired outcomes she expects to accomplish; a list of the other learning
products involved in the unit and showing how far the unit is to be ex-
plored at that time; a tentative time-allotment stated in terms of weeks.
The unit assignment is next planned. The teacher must plan activi-
ties or experiences which recognize the interests and needs of the child,
the product of which may be valuable to hia and of which he sees the
value; in other words, they should be meaningful and purposeful. These
activities should
a. be based on subject matter content which will give the pupils
the opportunity and incentive to acquire socially desirable habits, at-
titudes, and information.
b. be chosen with respect to the particular environment of the
children who are to participate in it.
c. be interesting to the pupils for which it is meant.
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d. lead the pupil to other interesting activities.
The unit of work need not be long; experience shows that a time
-
allotment of not over four weeks is the most effective. This metiiod of
teaching has these two very definite responsibilities for which the unit
organization must provide:
a. to direct pupils in rich, meaningful experiences.
b. to direct pupils in the mastery of skills and information that
give value and permanence to experience.
A comparison of the unit-assignment method with the lesson-to- lesson
assignment is given to show the advantages of the unit method of instruc-
tion.
The unit assignment
(1) has a definite goal that is known to the pupil.
(2) is set up as a series of problem-solving activities.
(3) is made up of a body of interrelated experiences unified by
the major problem, a directing purpose that the pupil has adopted as
his own.
(4) reaches out into many subject-matter fields for facts to be
used immediately in solving a specific problem.
(5) gives purpose and direction to the pupil's activities over a
fairly long period of time and enables him to sense the relationship
between the various subject-matter fields as they help the main problem.
The lesson-to-lesson assignment
(1) is learned because it is assigned.
(2) is set up as topics to be studied or items for memory.
r(
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(3) is made up of isolated experiences motivated chiefly by the
learner's desire to do what he is told and to get a "good mark."
(4) is confined to one subject-matter field.
(5) gives purpose and direction to but one period of work at a
time; necessitates the teacher's motivating each day's work; tends to
preclude any student evaluation.
Formula of procedure—teacher's preparation .— The teacher prepara-
tion is the plan of the learning unit itself intended entirely for the
use of the teacher. The procedure used in planning the unit is to
analyze the functional center in terms of concepts, knowledges, skills,
habits, attitudes, and appreciations the acquiring of which will modify
the pupils' thinking or other behavior in some desirable way.
(1) Statement of the unit—a few, clear, concise, declarative
sentences which definitely state what learnings and skills in terms of
desired outcomes the teacher expects to accomplish in the unit. These
should be stated in simple language.
(2) Delimitation—a list of declarative sentences stating in simple
language the other learning products involved in the unit and showing
clearly how far the unit is to be explored.
(3) A tentative time-allotment.
Pupil's preparation .— It is in -this section of the unit that the
teacher prepares and delivers an introduction to the unit in the form of
some motivating material intended to arouse the pupil's interest in the
unit and by means of seme testing device determine the previous experi-
ence of the individual members of the class in this unit.
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(1) Motivation—an overview of the unit arousing interest, stimu-
lating thought, and being recognized by the pupil as worthwhile. This
may be done through various means at the teacher's disposal. She may
tell the pupil some of her plans—not too much. She should leave the
pupil with some questions to challenge him. Suggested as a few ways to
do this are readings by the teacher, charts, questions, pictures, and
the like.
(2) Exploratory tests—tests given to determine the present educa-
tive state of the pupils in that particular unit. This also may be a
check to see how much of the approach to the unit the pupil gained.
The unit assignment .— This is in the form of a work sheet definite-
ly stating guided activities providing for the needs and capacities of
individual learners and giving opportunity for enrichment and simplifi-
cation of the unit. Here the pupils will work a great deal on their own
(individual and group work). The teacher takes an active part by busy-
ing herself with these groups and individuals. She must, in a quiet way,
give help without overhelping.
(1) Core activities
—
those activities which are required for all,
in which all pupils will engage at seme time and to some extent during
the course of the unit. Here is where all teaching will take place, all
general class work will be done, and provision for drill if desirable.
These activities should be completed before the pupil is allowed to go
on to the optional related activities unless in the judgment of the
teacher the interest of some individual pupil might better be gained
by starting an optional related activity.
i
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(2) Optional related activities—those activities in which the pupil
is allowed the freedom of some choice of election and which will thereby
provide for as wide varieties of pupil abilities and interests as possi-
ble.
(3) Pooling of experiences—in other words, essentially a social
recitation in which the individuals and groups pool their findings.
These might take the form of debates, oral reports, exhibition, class
discussions, dramatizations and the like.
Mastery tests .— These are tests objectively testing the desired
outcomes. Among tests considered best for this are:
multiple choice
association or matching
completion
essay type
True-false tests are not considered best for this purpose.
References and materials used (for pupil use) .— These should be
listed definitely in terms of title, author, page, or location. Where
charts, pictures, and other such materials are used they must be listed
also.
It is suggested that the following list be used as a guide while
planning your unit. It will also serve as a check list against which
to judge or evaluate your work when complete.
Basic Principles for Unit Planning
(1) A comprehended goal.
3e sure your pupils know why they are doing this particular
i
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piece of work now.
(2) Definiteness.
Make your assignments and activities clear. Each child should
understand what it is you wish done.
(3) Integration.
Check the activities you have planned to be sure that one as-
signment is related to the next one.
(4) Recognition of progress.
If some provision is made so that the child can see where he
stands there will be better work done.
(5) Emotional learning brings better results.
If the pupils are interested this will be taken care of.
(6) Psychological sense of freedom.
The unit assignment allows choice of what to do, when to do it,
where to do it, and how to do it.
(7) Distributed learning.
Try to provide some activity which will interest those whose
chief interests lie in other fields.
(8) Review.
Each new unit should provide review for something acquired
in a previous unit.

CHAPTER II
TOPICAL OUTLINES FOR TEACHERS' USE: SEVENTH-GRADE COMPOSITION
1. Minimum English Requirements under Subject Heading
Oral and written composition
A. Sentence building
1. Recognition of sentence
2. Use of kinds:
a. Declarative
b. Interrogative
c. Erelamator
y
d. Imperative
3. Punctuation
a. End punctuation
b • Commas
:
after a salutation of a friendly letter
after complimentary closing of a friendly letter
after yes or no
in a series
to set off a noun in direct address
to set off the year in a date
to set off the state in an address
c. Period after abbreviation
-29-
•\
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d. Apostrophe to show possession of singular nouns and in
contractions
4. Capitalization
a. First word in every sentence
b. Proper nouns and their abbreviations
c. Adjectives made from proper nouns and names of languages
d. Names of days of weeks, months, holidays
e. First and all important words in the title of book, story,
poem, etc.
f . First and principal word in the salutation of a letter
g. First word in the complimentary close of a letter
5. Teach underlining of titles in sentences instead of quotation
marks
B. Paragraph construction
1. Requirements of a good paragraph
a. Development from a topic sentence
b. Good beginning
c. Logical sequence
d. Good ending
e. Use of vivid and specific words
C. Friendly letters
1. Form
2. Content of kinds
a. Chatty or news letters
b. Invitations
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c. Acceptance or refusal
d. Thanks
D. Word study
1. Skill in use of dictionary
2. Vocabulary growth
II. Functional grammar
A. The sentence
1. Parts of the sentence
a. Simple subject
b. Simple predicate
2. Parts of speech
a. Nouns—common and proper
(1) Use of
(2) Singular and plural forms
b. Pronouns
(1) Use of
c. Verbs
(1) Recognition of verb and verb phrases
(2) List of 22 auxiliary verbs as used in verb phrases
(3) Three simple tenses
(4) Forms of go, come, see, do, speak, break, begin, write
(5) Agreement of verb with subject
d. Adjectives
(1) Use of
e. Adverbs
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(1) Use of
f. Prepositions
(1) List of common ones
(2) Use of prepositional phrases
g. Conjunctions
(1) Use of
2. MiniTTinm Requirements under Functional Centers
Course of Study in Functional English. Gr. VII, First half year .-
These grade requirements are to be covered by all in varying degrees ac
cording to the abilities of the individual pupils.
Grade Requirements Supplementary Material
Functional Center The Dictionary
I. The alphabet
A. Review and practice on
order of letters
B. Practice in arranging
words alphabetically
II. The dictionary
A. Discussion
1. Value of dictionary
2. Divisions of dictionary
3. Guide words and their
value
4. Diacritical words and
their meaning
r-
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Grade Requirements
B. Practice
1. Finding words quickly
2. Using guide words
3. Dividing into syllables
4. Using pronunciation key
Functional Center
I. Study of characteristics
of a good story
A. Sentence building
1. Recognition of a
sentence
2. Use of kinds
a. Declarative
b. Interrogative
c. Exclamatory
d. Imperative
3. Punctuation
a. find punctuation
b. Possessive singular
(1) Contractions
c. Period after abbre-
viation
d* Comma
(1) Series
Supplementary Material
Storytelling
Imaginative stories
Jokes
Reports on radio programs
Reproduction of stories heard
Appreciation of good narrative prose
and poetry
Note : The functional grammar sug-
gested seems to fit best here. If
the teacher wished she might also in-
clude the following under sentence
building:
Parts of sentences
1. Subject and predicate (simple)
2. Nouns
a. Common and proper
b. Singular and plural
forms
r
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Grade Requirements
(2) Direct address
4. Capitalization
a. First word of sentence
b. Days, months, holidays
c. Proper adjectives
d. Titles
B. Paragraph construction
1. Development from a topic
sentence
2. Good beginning
3. Logical sequence of details
4. Good ending
5. Use of vivid and specific
words
C. Types of stories
1. Personal experiences
2. Anecdotes
Functional Center
Supplementary Material
3. Verbs
a. Recognition of verb and
verb phrase
b. List of 22 helping verbs as
used in verb phrases
c. Three simple tenses
d. Agreement with subject
I, Qualities of good informal
conversation and of the con-
versationalist
A. Social courtesies
1* Apologies
2. Introductions
Conversation (oral)
Dramatization of conversations
Tisit to telephone exchange
Good English Campaign carried on
through posters, slogans, class
or assembly talks, and a good
school census on speech errors.
rr
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Grade Requirements
a. Young people
b. Adults
c. Elderly people
d. Dignitaries
3. Bequests
B. Telephone conversations
1. Brevity
2. Courtesy
3. Enunciation
4. Method of calling and
response
a. Classified numbers
b. City departments
c. Directory numbers
Course of Study in Functional
Supplementary Material
Imaginary conversations
Note : Functional grammar suggested
Since this is an oral unit per-
haps these might be stressed:
1. Review of sentence and para-
graph building
2. Correct usage; form of go,
come, see, do, speak, break,
begin, write
3. Vocabulary growth
English. Gr. YII, Second half year .
—
These grade requirements are to be covered by all in varying degrees ac-
cording to the abilities of 1iie individual pupils.
Grade Requirements
Functional Center
I. Descriptions (oral and
written) of persons, places,
scenes, and activities
A. Use of descriptive words
B. Physical point of view
of observers
Supplementary Material
Making Word Pictures
Appreciations and study of descriptive
prose and poetry
Original descriptive prose and poetry
Descriptions of abstract terms, such
as Beauty, Content
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Grade Requirements
Functional Centers
I. Oral
A. Explanations of parlia-
mentary practice
1. Duties of officers
2. What constitutes a
well-run meeting
3. Nominations
4. How to obtain floor
B. Announcements
C. How to study
II. Written
A. Directions
Supplementary Material
Note : Functional grammar suggested
Here better than anywhere else,
perhaps, could be taught:
1. Use of descriptive words and
phrases
a. Adverbs
b. Adjectives
c. Prepositional phrases used
in adjectives and adverbs
d. Descriptive verbs
2. Use of conjunctions
Instructions, Explanations, Directions
Humorous explanations
Explanations of one's thoughts on any
subject such as, "Should Junior High
School Boys and Girls Be Spanked?"
Note : Functional grammar suggested
1. Use of specific words
2. Review sentence and paragraph
building
3. Correct usage
rf
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Grade Requirements
1. Reaching a certain place
or public building
2. Proper form of written work
3. Simple advertisements
4. Cooking or constructing any
article
5. Simple responses
Functional Center
Supplementary Material
I. Study of form for social
letters and notes
II. Writing of newsy letters
III. Writing of informal notes
A. Acceptance
B. Invitation
C. Explanations
D. Thank-you notes
Letter Writing
Study and appreciation of famous
letters
History and growth of postal service
Imaginative letters
Visit to local post office
Communication with foreign boys and
girls
Note : Functional grammar suggested
1. Commas
a. After salutation of friendly
letter
b. After complimentary close of
a friendly letter
c. After yes and no
d. To set off the year in a date
e. To set off the state in an
address
r
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Grade Requirements Supplementary Material
2. Capitalization
a. First and principal word in
salutation of a letter
b. First word in complimentary
close of a letter
3. Suggested Activities and Procedures
Bxplanatiqn .— It was only logical that somewhere in the course of
study provision should be made to show the progressive difficulty of the
subject matter in grades seven, eight, and nine. The following arrange-
ment of activities and procedures seems to meet this need. The activities
as worked out are intended to be suggestive of the type of thing which
best fits into our course of study. All of those that are included are
merely suggestive. Sach teacher should feel free at any time to use any
of these or substitute others which fit the needs of her particular class.
The year's work has been divided into the seven functional centers.
They have been arranged here in the order in which they might be taught.
Underneath each of these was listed the suggested activities and proce-
dures. These are as near real-life activities as possible. Most educa-
tors feel that the transfer of learning takes place more effectively when
the pupils are participating in activities which help them to a better
solution of an immediate problem.
The teachers of the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade are given an
overview of the type of activity which is to be covered under any one
Gi
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functional center. The seventh grade teacher can see what her work leads
to in grade eight and nine. The eighth grade instructor looks back or
ahead to see where her work fits into the picture. The ninth grade has
an opportunity to see how the students will be prepared when reaching
that grade.
Grade VII Grade VIII Grade DC
Unit I Unit I Unit I
Dictionary Dictionary Library
I. Alphabet I. Word study I. Dictionary
A. Review and practice A. Study of prefixes A. Review of the value
in naming the order and suffixes of the dictionary
of letters B. Discussion on value B. Study of the dic-
B. Practice in arrang- of prefixes and tionary as an aid
ing words alphabet- suffixes in word to finding
ically study 1. Word roots (stem)
ii. :Dictionary C. Discussion and 2. Word origins
A. Discussion on value study of synonyms, (analysis)
of dictionary antonyms, and 3. Words from for-
B. Discussion on the 4 homonyms eign languages
quarters of the D. Practice in use of 4. Idiomatic ex-
dictionary synonyms, antonyms, pressions
C. Practice in finding and homonyms to vo- 5. Slang made proper
words quickly cabulary building through use
D. Discussion of the II. Parts of dictionary 6. Figures of speech
guide words and A. Discussion of the II. Books and libraries

their value to
dictionary
E. Practice in use of
guide words in find-
ing words
F. Study of diacritical
marks and their
meaning
G. Practice in use of
pronunciation key
H. Practice in dividing
words into syllables
Grade "711
Unit II
Conversation
I. Everyday conversation
A. Discovering the
principles of good
conversation
B. Participating in
conversations to
parts of the dic-
tionary including
the following:
1. Gazetteer-proper
names, etc.
2. Geographical
dictionary
5. Flags
4. Coinages
5. Abbreviations
B. Practice in using
the supplementary
material of dic-
tionary reports
Grade YIII
Unit II
Conversation
I. Everyday conversation
A. Practice in class
and group conversa-
tions through the
medium of the fol-
lowing:
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A. Discussion of books
and reading in
general
B. Discussion of the
use of libraries
C. Study of the ar-
rangement and card
catalogue
D. Practice in use of
encyclopedia and
biographical
reference books
B, Discussion on how
to study and value
of books
F. Discussion of books
Grade IX
Unit II
Conversation
I. Everyday conversation
A. Practice in the use
of informal argumen-
tation
1. Persuasion
2. Emotion
t
master these prin-
ciples
C. Listening for these
principles on the
radio and on the
screen
II. Telephone conversa-
tion
A. Study of telephone
directory and its
various sections
B. Practice in the use
of directory to
call
1. Business places
2. Friends
C. Practice in the
proper use of the
telephone
D. Practice in master-
ing special skills
as making emergency
calls or calling
various city de-
partments
L« Personal
experiences
2. Interviews
3. Asking and an-
swering ques-
tions concisely
B. Practice in making
informal social
calls
G. Practice in carry-
ing on a table
conversation
II. Telephone conversa-
tion
A. Review of the use
of the telephone
B. Practice in the use
of the telephone to
make the following
kinds of calls:
1. Business
a. Ordering goods
b. Finding train
times, etc.
2. Social
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3. Propaganda
B. Practice in tell-
ing anecdotes
C. Practice in carry-
ing on both formal
and informal
interviews
II. Telephone conversa-
tion
A. Review of cctmron
procedure and
courtesies in use
of telephone
B. Discussion of the
use of the tele-
phone in long dis-
tance calls
C. Practice in the two
kinds of long dis-
tance calls
1. Station-to-
station calls
2. Person-to-person
calls
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III. Social courtesies
A. Discussion of the
value of social
courtesies
B. Practice in intro-
ductions to
1. Young people
2. Adults
3. Elderly people
4. Dignitaries
C. Practice on simple
requests and
apologies
Grade VII
Unit III
Story-Telling
I. Introduction to nar-
ration
A. Study of the char-
acteristics of a
good story
B. Use of personal ex'
periences and inci
dents for story-
telling
3. Emergency calls
III. Social courtesies
A. Review of the proper way
to make introductions
B. Practice in acknow-
ledging introductions
C. Study and practice in
making informal social
calls
D. Practice in becoming
a good listener
Grade Till
Unit III
Story-Telling
I. Study of qualities of
good narration
A. Study in the proper
organization of a story
stressing the following
1. Clearness
2. Oneness of thought
3. Making important
things important and
Grade IX
Unit III
Story-Telling
I. Study of infomal
story-telling of
increased length
and difficulty
A. Practice in tell-
ing stories using
the following
sources
1. Personal
t
C. Reproduction of
stories read and
liked from outside
reading
D. Practice in telling
stories for enter-
tainment
1. Jokes and anec-
dotes
2. Imaginative
stories
S. Practice in telling
stories for charac-
ter building
unimportant things
unimportant
4. Logical arrangement
of ideas
B. Practice in telling
stories from litera-
ture fields as
1. Fairy tales
2. Fables, etc.
C. Practice in story-
telling to illustrate
a point of view
D. Practice in story-
telling from biography
or autobiography
E. Practice in story-
telling about the
community or school
F. Practice in story-
telling for special
occasions
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adventure
2. Imagination
3. Literature
—
movies—radio
4. Humorous
situations
5. History— leg-
ends—folk
lore
B. Practice in re-
lating anecdote
for special oc-
casions as
1. Assembly
2. Club
3. Informal group
4. Class
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Grade VIII
Unit IV
Making Word Pictures
I. Description
A. Discussion of the
point of view
—
mental
Grade VII
Unit IV
Making Word Pictures
I. Description
A. Discussion of the
point of view of
observers
—
physical
B. Practice in the use B. Practice in the
of descriptive words descriptions of
and phrases
C. Practice in descrip-
tions of persons,
places, and scenes
both oral and writ-
ten
II. Word lists
A. Discussion of the
value of adding
new words to
vocabulary
B. Use of dictionary
to increase
vocabulary
the following
1. Persons
2. Places (interior
and exterior)
3. Out-of-doors
4. Pets
C. Use of appropriate
word or phrase to
fit situation
II. Word lists
A. Discussion on the
importance of an
ever increasing
vocabulary
B. Addition of new
words to vocabulary
Grade DC
Unit IV
Making Tford Pictures
I. Description
A. Discussion of the
point of view
—
emotional
B. Study of expressions
peculiar to partic-
ular situations or
vocations
C. Study of the types
of expression
characteristic to
1. Recess
2. Sections of the
country
3. Social groups
4. Radio
5. Movies
D. Practice in the use
of color in expres-
sion
E. Practice in the use
of the five senses
r
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taken from daily
experiences
Grade YII
Unit V
Instructions, Explana-
tions, Directions
I. Speech habits
A. Discovery of the
principal speech
habits
1. Posture
2. Pronunciation
3. Enunciation
B. Practice on speech
technique through
the following
means
1. Home room an-
nouncements
Grade VIII
Unit V
Instructions, Explana-
tions, Directions
I. Speech habits
A. Discussion of the
principal speech
habits
1. Posture
2. Pronunciation
3. Enunciation
4. Resonance
B. Practice on speech
habits through
these mediums
1. Original stories
2. Sales or
in description
II. Word lists
A. Discussion of the
effectiveness of
new words
B. Study of the ap-
propriate use of
words
Grade IX
Unit V
Instructions, Sxplan-
tions, Directions
I. Speech habits
A. Discussion of the
important speech
habits
1. Posture
2. Pronunciation
3. Enunciation
4. Resonance
5. Tone
6. Breathing
B. Practice on
speech habits
using following
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2. Vacation stories
II. Oral
A. Discussion and ex-
planation of the
enthusiasm talks
3. Book talks
4. Introductions-
skits—welcomes
following parlia- II. Oral
mentary procedures
1. Duties of the
office
2. Requirements of
a well-run meet-
ing
3. Nominations for
home-room organ-
ization
4. Methods of ob-
taining the floor
B. Explanations of how
A. Discussion and ex-
planation of parlia-
mentary procedures
1. Method of pre-
siding
2. Motion making
a. Introduction
b. Discussion
c. Amendment
d. Withdrawal
3. Courtesies of
procedure
to take out a public B. Explanations on how
library card to make an outline
C. Instructions on how C. Practice on giving
to study
III. Written
directions to reach
a certain point
A. Practice in writing D. Practice on instruc-
instructions for
the proper form of
tions as to how
written work is to
agencies
1. Campaign speeches
2. Assembly speeches
3. Anecdotes for
humor
4. Debates
5. Dramatizations
6. Book reviews
II. Oral
A. Discussion and ex-
planation of the
following parlia-
mentary procedures
1. Conventional
phraseology
2. Method of
tabling a motion-
adjournment
B. Practice in giving
instructions for
class procedure
when teacher is
absent or substi-
tute teacher is
present
c
be handed in C.
Ill, Written
A. Practice in writing
instructions for
written descriptions
of persons, places, III.
and things A.
B. Practice in writing
opinions of books,
advertisements
,
movies, and radio B.
programs
C. Practice in writing
written work
B, Practice in writing
the directions for
writing secretary's
reports
C, Practice in writing
the explanations
for simple respon-
ses
D, Practice in sen-
tence and paragraph
writing using the
following
1. Directions for
reaching a cer-
tain public
building
2. Explanations of
descriptions
5. 7/riting simple
advertisements
explanations of
causes, processes,
purposes, and
reasons
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Practice in giving
oral explanations
for building or
buying
article
Written
Study and practice
in the written ex-
planations of vo-
cational subjects
Practice in para-
graph writing on
the following
1. Personal
stories
2. Incident
stories
3. Newspaper
stories
4. Infonaal
essays
5. Precis writing
C. Practice in writing
verse, sketches, and
autobiographies
r
Grade YII
Unit VI
Letter Writing
I. Form
A. Study of the forms
for social letters
and notes
B. Practice in writing
the correct forms
of letters
II. Social letters
A* Discussion of the
requirements of a
good social letter
B. Practice in the
writing of good
"chatty" and
"newsy" letters
III. Informal notes
A. Discussion of the
kinds of informal
notes and value of
each
B. Practice in the
writing of the
Grade VTII
Unit VT
Letter Writing
I. Form
A. Study of the in-
formal social let-
ter and simple
business forms
B. Practice in the
use of these forms
II. Informal letter
writing
A. Practice in the
writing of letters
of invitation
B. Practice in the
writing of letters
of acceptance and
regret
C. Practice in writing
"thank you" letters
III. Simple business
forms
A. Study and discussion
of the following
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Grade DC
Unit 71
Letter Writing
I. Friendly letters
A. Study and reading
of famous informal
social letters as
models
B. Practice in the
writing of these
friendly letters
1. "Bread and but-
ter" note
2. Notes of apology
II. Business letters
A. Study of business
letters and forms
B. Practice in the
writing of the fol-
lowing business
letters
1. Order
2. Inquiry
3. Complaint
4. Application (?)
(
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following informal
notes
1. Invitations
2. Acceptance
5. Refusal
4. "Thank youn
Grade VTI
Unit 711
Magazines
Purpose : To extend pu-
pils' reading interest
in periodicals other
than those at hand
1. Discussion of the
kinds of magazines
that pupils like
or dislike
£. Discussion on the
value of "funny-
book"
3. Building a display
of as many
business forms as
to the method of
filling out
1. Money order
2. Receipt
5. Order blanks
B. Practice in filling
out the above
business forms
Grade Till
Unit VII
Newspapers
Purpose : To encourage
pupils to read other
than the funnies and
find value in the
various features and
services of the daily
papers
1. Discuss the find-
ings of surveys
and observations
of pupils' reading
habits
2, Prepare a display
C. Practice in the
sending of tele-
grams
Grade DC
Unit VTI
Movies and Radio
Purpose : To help pupils
utilize these important
agencies for personal
growth
1. Use of newspapers
to determine the
variety of pro-
grams
2. Use of telephone
to determine times
of movies
3. Use of movie and
radio magazines to
I(
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periodicals as are of as many local, learn value of pro-
available dividing Boston or New York grams
it into various types papers as possible. 4. Discussion of movies
of reading or inter- Also foreign lan- and radio programs
est levels guage newspapers to find preferences
Discussion of impor- 3. Examination of pa- of pupils
tance of covers to pers for editorial
—
5. Displaying and dis-
magazine. Such local news—national cussion of movie
qualities as its news--foreign news and radio programs
appeal, distinction, weather reports
—
6. Discussing differ-
and sales value may social--sports- ence between re-
be included movies—radio
—
view and an adver-
Discovering the school news—sub- tisement
qualities of maga- scription rates 7. Study of the ani-
zines by browsing classified ads- mated cartoon
among the display book reviews and 8. Discovering the
Study of magazine to other services value of good
find 4. Comparison of tab- speech by listen-
a. Table of contents loids and pink ing to good an-
b. Publication fre- sheets versus the nouncers and
quency conservative actors
c. Subscription 5. Prepare a quiz 9. Study of the
rates program based on movies and radio
d. Index of adver- materials found in as instruments to
tisers some particular carry propaganda
c(
e. Next issue infor-
mation
f. Special department
and features
7. Discussion on the
author' s styles and
popularity
8. Practice in sales
talks to interest
others in a particu-
lar magazine
9. Study of new words
from magazines
issue
6. Study headlines for
effect, brevity, em-
phasis, etc.
7. Practice in answer-
ing lost and found
advert i s ernents
8. Telephoning theater
to inquire time of
showing a particular
picture
9. Writing to paper to
start or stop leav-
ing paper while
family is on a
vacation
10. Study of grammar as
it functions in
newspaper
11. Visit to local news-
paper by class or
groups followed by
oral reports
12. Study of newspaper
terms and new words
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10. Practicing the
common movie and
radio courtesies
11. Practice in writ-
ing simple radio
scripts especially
striving for
continuity
12. Compiling lists
of new terms, ex-
pressions, and
words peculiar to
movies and radio
Borten University
School of Ed jcation
L»ks t. r"

CHAPTER III
THE UNIT—DICTIONARY
(Tentative time— 1 to 2 weeks)
Statement of the unit .— The dictionary is of such value and is
used so often in the succeeding units that it is logical to start the
year's work off with a study of the dictionary.
References for unit *
—
"Junior English in Action," Tressler and Shelmadine, Book I,
pages 362-369
"Growth in English," Douglass, Fawler, Simpson, and Adams,
7th Year, pages 55-56
Delimitation of the unit .
—
1. The pupil needs to make an intensive review of the alphabet and its
relation to the dictionary. Practice should be given on naming the
letters in order and on arranging words alphabetically.
2. The pupil should realize the value of the dictionary to his school
work. Sufficient practice should be given to enable the pupil to be-
come skillful in the use of the dictionary. The following skills
should be mastered during the unit and should be renewed constantly
during the year.
a. Skill in recognition of long and short sounds of vowels.
b. Skill in the use of accent marks as aids to pronunciation.
-52-
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c. Skill in dividing words into syllables.
d. Skill in use of pronunciation key.
e. Skill in use of guide or key words on dictionary page.
Introduction .— This can best be introduced by an informal discussion
of the present-day values of the dictionary. Probably during this dis-
cussion, the various parts of the dictionary will be mentioned but during
the seventh year we shall concern ourselves only with main part of the
dictionary leaving the supplementary section until later years.
Core Activities .
—
1. Be ready to list in order the letters of the alphabet.
2 a. Arrange the following words in each group in alphabetical order:
mission never worry everybody
because heart caution know
storm physician friendly valid
accurate jump object receive
b. Arrange the following words in alphabetical order:
definite arrest dictate accident
dwarf avenge dike domino
duchess dark attract applause
admirable absolute drought among
c. Arrange the following words in alphabetical order:
bold bright belief bitter
boat bail bought beat
buckle bind broken butterfly
bystander blast barrier blood
rc
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3. Practice in finding the letters that mark the four quarters of the
dictionary. Keeping the four quarters in mind, tell in which quarter
you would find the following words:
house swallow fright observe
noun pumpkin trick queer
diet chimney valuable bureau
4. Discussion on the guide words. Practice here on the value of guide
words to looking up words. If "cow" and "crayon" were the guide words
would you find on that page.
crash coward carver confess
church circulate cradle crab
crook crawl coyote cranberry
5. In order to improve our pronunciation we must become familiar with
some of the marks, such as long and short marks, over vowels. Mark
the vowels in each word and be ready to pronounce each.
date clap
even net
cold sob
use tub
6. The dictionary shows how words are divided into syllables and shows
which syllable should receive the greatest emphasis. Copy the follow-
ing words and place the accent marks correctly. Be ready to pronounce
each.
di-rect re-gret ve-hi-cle
u-nit ter-race un-just
c
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ac-cept spir-it at-tempt
ad-dress o-bey twi- light
pic-ture traf-fic pi-an-o
com-muni-ty ath-let-ic o-ver-alls
pa-tri-ot the-a-ter
7. Copy the following words, divide them into syllables, and place the
accent correctly. Use the dictionary. Be prepared to pronounce each
word clearly giving each syllable its proper sound.
character electricity courteous Saturday
mechanic recreation conjunction hospital
material beautiful apricot necessary
familiar additional irrigation positively
government congratulation superintendent particularly
8. The following words are frequently mispronounced. Look them up (copy
them into your notebook)
,
indicating the correct division into syllables
and the accent. Study them until you have mastered the correct pro-
nunciation.
poem mischievous deaf address
history recognize theater municipal
library museum drowned Italy
geography evidently photographer February
contempt actual column attacked
program probably Tuesday authority
9. Many times as you are reading you come across a word that is not
familiar to you. You can find not only its pronunciation, but also
(
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its meaning. The dictionary can be of great help to you. Be sure
the meaning you select will fit into the sentence. Be sure you answer
all the following questions about each underlined word.
a. What does it mean?
b. Does the meaning fit the sentence used?
c. What long and short vowels are given?
d. Have you used the pronunciation key in pronouncing the word?
e. Did you use the guide words in finding the word in the dictionary?
(1) The medicine will effect a cure.
(2) The old man spoke in a tremulous voice.
(3) The object of his scrutiny was a bit of paper.
(4) The letter intimated that trouble might be expected.
(5) The information was declared to be authentic .
(6) People often gave unsolicited advice.
(7) The only alternative was to go by train.
10. You will be greatly helped in explaining the meaning of a noun if
you get the habit of telling to what class it belongs, and how it
differs from others in its class. The following table is an excel-
lent plan for working out definitions. Study the examples given.
Name Class Particular Qualities or
Description
a. Great Stone Face a rock formation on a mountain side in New
Hampshire, resembling a
man's face
b. A barometer an instrument for predicting changes of
weather
<
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c. A reservoir
d. A tourniquet
e. A fable
f. Sod
a place
a device
a story
soil
where water is collected and kept
for use
for stopping bleeding
which teaches a lesson
filled with roots of grass
a. asbestos
b. rainbow
c . shark
d. fog
e. cicada
f. rectangle
g. cartoon
o. penguin
p. isthmus
q. tepee
r. compass
s. pianoforte
t. theater
u. telegram
11. Using the table in Exercise 10 write definitions of ten of the fol-
lowing:
h. president
i . lariat
j. microphone
k. motto
1. monoplane
m. moccasin
n. hangar
12. Select ten words from your outside reading. Copy the sentences and
be ready to pronounce and give a suitable definition of each. Be
sure you follow all the helps given in this unit.
Optional activities .— It is suggested on this first unit that an
intensive study be made of the dictionary. Any pupils who are particular-
ly adept at the use of the dictionary may be wisely employed in helping
the others.
Unit test .— Probably the most satisfactory kind of test to be given
on this would be one that would require pupils to arrange words alphabeti-
cally, divide words into syllables; pronounce words correctly using pro-
nunciation key; and looking up meanings of words to fit into context.
The words used for the test would vary according to the individual class.

CHAPTER IV
THE UNIT—CONVERSATION
(Tentative time—4 weeks)
Statement of the unit .— In and out of school boys and girls con-
stantly need to converse freely with all people with whom they come in
contact. This very real need must be provided for by carefully-guided
experiences in the English classroom.
References for unit .— References will depend upon what is availa-
ble in each school. However, the following books referred to in the
delimitation of the unit will be found helpful:
1. "Language Arts," Cassell, Oberholtzer', and Bruner, Book I,
pages 115-146
2. "Junior English Activities," Hatfield, Lewis, Thomas, and
Woody, Book I, pages 30-51
3. "Conducting Experiences in English," National Council of
Teachers of English, pages 121-132
4. "High School English," Canby, Carter, and Miller, Junior Book
I, pages 3-15
5. "Junior English in Action," Tressler and Shelmadine, Book I,
pages 3-25
6. "Junior Units in English," Paul, Knicheloe, and Ramsey, Book
I, pages 1-35
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7. "Effective Communication, n Lyman, Johnson, and McGregor,
pages 141-164
Delimitation of the unit .
—
Everyday conversation . The primary need for the newcomer to the
junior high school is to become acquainted with his classmates, his
teachers, and the school. Classroom experiences in conversation
about the new school, its regulations, clubs, and activities should
help the pupil:
a. to be able to open a worthwhile conversation.
b. to feel the responsibility for taking his share in the conversa-
tion.
c. to be able to keep conversation general and to include all members
of the group.
d. to be able to express himself clearly with a minimum of common
speech errors.
e. to be able to express his ideas accurately and vividly.
f . to realize the value of speaking so others can hear and understand.
g. to realize that a good conversationalist listens as well as talks
and does not interrupt the speaker.
h. to end a conversation.
i. to realize the need of an ever-increasing vocabulary and to provide
for its growth.
References
Ij 115-135 3: 121-124 5: 3-25 7: 141-151
2: 29-40 4: 3-15 6: 9-18
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2. Telephone conversation . Every seventh grade pupil at some time finds
it necessary or convenient to be able to carry on a conversation over
the telephone. Classroom experience should help him:
a. to be able to find and call numbers without wasted effort.
b. to realize the value of distinct speech and definite wording in
giving messages.
c. to realize the importance of brevity and courtesy.
d. to be able to receive messages for others and to deliver them.
e. to habitually give name immediately.
f . to ask for repetitions if necessary.
g. to realize the necessity of having a purpose for calling.
h. to realize other people's rights to use of telephone.
References
l! 136-142 3: 124-125 5: 19-24 7: 151
2: 57-64 4: 96-99 6: 21-26
3. Courtesies . A child who knows how to make simple introductions,
requests, or apologies is better poised in many situations and avoids
the discomfort of embarrassment. Guided experiences should help him:
a. to be able to meet people of his own age or older without fear.
b. to be able to introduce friends, relatives, or teachers to others.
c. to realize the value of common social courtesies in his own con-
tacts.
d. to realize that it is easy to say the appropriate words and is
much more effective than it is to use careless expressions.
e. to feel the responsibility of putting other people at ease.
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f. to become familiar with common courteous expressions through
class exercises or dramatizations.
References
1: 134-136 3: 125-127 5: 4-7
2: 3-6 4: 13-18
Introduction .— The class will be given the first ten minutes of
the period for free conversation, talking to another person or talking
in groups of three or four about any topic of interest to them. At the
end of this free period the class will be called to order and asked to
think back to the conversations just held. Then an analysis will be
made of the attributes which make a good conversationalist. These will
be listed on the board. It is to be hoped that they will follow those
listed in the delimitation.
Core activities .
—
1. Read carefully these rules and see what you have to say about any
or all.
a. Talk on a subject interesting to all . Topics must be interesting
not only to oneself but to others. One's own interests cannot
always be the topic of conversation. Try to find the interests
of the group and direct the conversation in that direction.
b. Be a good listener . Do not talk too much. Be willing to do your
part. Talk must never be one-sided. One must be alert, and not
always play the part of the listener.
c. Do not interrupt while another is speaking
.
Speak without argu-
ing or giving offense.
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d. The host or hostess starts the conversation and keepa it going .
He tries to draw everyone into the game. He is tactful in steer-
ing the conversation away from topics unpleasant to anyone in
the group.
e. Nothing attracts more than a soft, sweet voice . You can improve
your voice. Don't mar it by shouting or straining.
f . Anecdotes are often brought into a conversation to illustrate a
point . Anecdotes are the salt and pepper in talk. Personal ex-
periences give color and vividness to your talk. Some conversa-
tion, however, is nothing but a string of anecdotes. This is not
talk. Do not overdo your personal experiences; people avoid a
story- telling bore.
2. Discover through class discussion what makes good conversation.
a. Who starts a conversation and keeps it going?
b. How is courtesy shown?
c. What facts must you remember in order for you to be a help to the
conversation?
d. What must one remember in selecting topics for any group?
3. Talk in any group usually centers around the interests of that group.
What topics of conversation might one hear discussed in these groups?
a* Boys and girls of your age on their way to school.
b. Girls of your age on a bus going downtown.
c. Boys and girls your age at the home of a friend.
d. You and the little daughter of a friend of Etother's.
e. You and your grandfather waiting the call to dinner.
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For practice, forget you are in the schoolroom. Your desk is gone.
You are in a comfortable chair in the home of a friend. Try out
n c n above.
4. Are you speechless when you hare to talk to someone? You have many
interesting experiences every day that are worth telling. Make a
list of topics you could talk to your classmates about.
Ways I Earn Money. . .
.
5. Divide up into six groups. Choose a host or hostess to start the
conversation and direct it. Each group may take turns talking in the
front of the room. Here are some suggestions for topics. You may
select others if you prefer.
a. Your favorite sports and why
b. Interesting current events
c. Your favorite talkie star and why
d. Unusual pets
e. Interesting dreams
f. Clever advertisements you've seen lately
You will be judged by the rules listed under activity 1.
6. Suppose your father and mother were entertaining some guests who have
been but recently introduced to the family. Which of the following
might well be topics of conversation? If you rule any out, tell why.
The favorite radio program The weather
The recent concert Aunt's operation
Golf Superman
A play at the theater A good movie
>
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New microscopes Uncle* s job
Stock market reports Teacher's failings
Baby's first tooth School happenings
Cooking recipes The World Series
Uncle John's operation A Joe Louis fight
7, Bearing in mind the qualities of good conversation:
a. It must be interesting and easily expressed.
b. It is of little value unless all remarks are related to the topic
under discussion.
c. Careless habits of expression affect the quality.
d. Incorrect word forms, slurring, and uhs distract from what is
being said.
e. Slang limits the chance to use vivid words.
Which of the following topics would you like to introduce in a con-
versation with your friends? Why are some not good?
The coming athletic meet Cheating in sports
What to do on Saturdays Father's job
Swing by radio Raising money for camp
Why Charles is a favorite A surprise for Jane
Plans for a hike Taking dancing lessons
Hooking rides Taking music lessons
How would you start a conversation on any of the above topics?
8. Listen to conversation in the classroom and between your friends.
What might be improved about it? Y/hich of our rules do we need to
stress most? What words are most misused?
fc
9. Listen to conversations on the playground. What topics are most used?
10. Talking by telephone is a good test of your ability to be brief,
natural, courteous, and accurate. Remember that your voice should
be clear and well-modulated. You do not need to shout; neither
should you mumble. State your message briefly and clearly. Make
your name known at once. Why? Do not talk too long. Why?
Read the following topics and consider what you would say in
discussing one of them by telephone:
Ask a classmate about an English assignment
Ask a friend to go to a movie with you
Call to inquire about someone who is ill
Telephone the drugstore to have a prescription refilled
11. How do complete sentences aid conversations? Select groups of words
which are not sentences. Show how they might be made complete.
Discover necessary parts of sentence.
12. How do different kinds of sentences improve conversations? What
value has the interrogative, imperative, or exclamatory? Note con-
versations in books. Are all kinds used? How marked? Why so marked?
Suggested activities for use of telephone
1. Examine telephone book and be ready to tell how it is arranged and
how you would find numbers of:
a. Your principal
b. Your family doctor
c. Your home-room teacher
d. A classmate
r<
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2. We have in our telephone directory a section called a classified
section. Examine your directory and find where it is, what it con-
tains, and how it can be of use. Find and list numbers of:
a. A cleaner near your home
b. A taxi
c. A dentist
d. A hairdresser or barber
e. A grocery store
3. In case of emergency how could you, without taking time to use direc-
tory, Immediately reach the following:
a. Fire department
b. Police department
c. A doctor
d. Gas or electric company
e. Water department
4. Every so often we get wrong numbers. In what way may you have con-
tributed to this? What must you do in order to prevent it? Be able
to read number to operator, seated in front of room, so clearly that
she will be able to repeat it without error.
5. Inquire at home and be ready to report to the class what those who
take your telephone messages find most annoying.
6. List ways in which your telephoning might be improved.
7. Choose a partner to work with you and prepare each of the following
to be presented to the class.
a. Call and ask for your friend when another person answers.
r(
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b. Call a friend and leave a message when you find he is not at home.
c. Call your mother and ask permission to stay at your friend's home.
d. Call a schoolmate and get an assignment.
e. Call the dentist and make an appointment.
8. Many people abuse the privilege of using the telephone by talking too
long because they do not know how to close. How could you tactfully
close a conversation?
9. In order to review what we have learned be ready to carry, on a two
minute conversation, with a chosen partner, demonstrating your ability
to use the telephone directory, to give the number properly, to keep
the conversation moving and to close the conversation when your pur-
pose has been accomplished.
10. If you wished to call any city department, you would not look under
S for Schools or under W for Water. These will be found under Brock-
ton
,
City of . Practice finding the numbers of the following:
a. Fire Department
b. Police Department
c. Highway Department
d. School Department
Suggested activities on social courtesies
1. Have you ever been in a group of boys and girls your own age when you
didn't know the boys or girls nearest you? How did you feel? What
would have helped you to feel more at ease?
2. In making simple introductions the following forms are best:
"Mary, this is Helen Smith."
((
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"Mary, this is John Jenkins."
"Mother, may I present my friend, Helen Deering?"
"Joe White, Tom Waring."
Never say:
"Shake hands with Tom, John."
"Joe White meet Tom Waring."
In introducing two people of the same age, both men or both
women, either may be mentioned first.
3. Everyone needs to know how to introduce people properly and how to
carry on a social conversation after the introduction. Here are the
correct forms to use:
Always present the man to the woman (say the woman's name first)
unless the man is much older or is very important.
"Mrs. Jones, may I present Mr. King?"
Never say "Meet Mr. King ."
How would you introduce the following people? Why?
Miss King and Mr. Olenick
Mary Jones (your friend) and Mr. Fanning
Mr. Miller and Miss Wall (a neighbor)
4. A younger person is presented to an older: "Mother, this is Mr. Very
Young." Introduce the following:
Your sister and your teacher
Your mother and a school friend
Your dad and Mr. Olenick
Your brother and a friend's father
r
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In acknowledging an introduction one may say: "How do you do, Mr.
Brown?" "Good evening, Miss Smith."
Never say "Pleased to meet you."
Write out the following scene: Mary introduces you to her mother.
Write out what is said by each as well as your acknowledgment of the
introduction.
In introducing a man and a woman, a boy and a girl, the woman's name
must be mentioned first, unless the man holds a position of great
importance or is very much older.
In introducing two people, one of whom is very much older, the
name of the older is mentioned first.
a. How would you introduce the following?
(1) Your mother and a classmate
(2) Two classmates
(3) Your mother and your home-room teacher
(4) Your brother and your pal's sister
(5) Your principal and your father
b. 'What would you say to put them at ease after the introduction?
To acknowledge an introduction the following forms are best:
"How do you do?"
"How do you do, Mary?"
"Miss Smith"—repeating the name only
If you do not get the name say, ""Please repeat." Never say:
"Hii"
"Pleased to make your acquaintance."
c(
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"Pleased to meet you."
8. After a pleasant visit in the home of a friend how can you grace-
fully leave? What might you say to:
a. Tour host or hostess.
b. The parents of your host and hostess.
9. Show how you would make these simple requests:
a. A favor of your principal.
b. A request of your parent to attend an evening entertainment on a
school night.
c. A request of your teacher when she is busy.
d. A request of a classmate for an eraser, blotter, pencil.
10. Many unpleasant situations might be avoided by a simple word of
apology. What words might you use in the following situations:
a. You stumble over a classmate's feet.
b. You pass in front of semeone.
c. You unintentionally let the door slam.
d. You close the door in the face of someone behind you.
e. You did not hear a question directed at you.
f. You interrupt someone.
Optional activities .
—
1. Notice which words are overworked in the conversations of your friends
or classmates. List them. Find synonyms for the words.
2. What are the most common slang expressions of your friends? Take
five such expressions and try to express the same idea in good English.
3. Sometimes slang expressions express an idea better than any good
c
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English could do. These usually live and eventually are accepted as
good English. Try to list two or three that you think will probably
live. Give your reasons.
4. Dramatize, with a classmate, a few introductions that you think a
boy or girl your own age might be required to make.
5. Dramatize, as in activity 4, some telephone conversations you might
at some time need to make.
6. Make a small notebook of conversations you have found which are par-
ticularly interesting due, perhaps, to an anecdote that is told.
7. Report on the history of the telephone. Bring in any pictures or
booklets you have. The encyclopedia will help you.
8. Most books are full of interesting conversations. Bring in an exam-
ple to read to the class to show how the use of conversation enlivened
the story.
9. Collect interesting anecdotes and jokes which you could include in
your conversation.
10. In any etiquette books you will find interesting discussions on the
rules of conversation. Report to the class on any that interested
you.
11. Listen to your favorite radio announcer. Who is he? How does he use
anecdotes to make his announcements and stories more interesting.
12. Prepare and give a talk on the telephone exhibit at the World's Fair.
13. From the telephone company get material and give a report to the
class on the work of the company during the hurricane.
14. If you are interested in music, list the ways in which conversation
r
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has been used in music.
15. All those who would like to serve on a committee for posters and
slogans may sign up on the paper on the bulletin board. Those who
sign up will meet as a committee to plan and work out posters and
slogans for use in the classroom. Consult your art teacher for
ideas.
16. As in activity 15, plan also committees to work on any of the fol-
lowing topics:
Draw up and adopt a pledge to good English.
Present a good English play.
Draw cartoons on good English
Conversation score card.
"Visit to the telephone company.
Arrange to have shown a film from the telephone company.
17. Dramatize a situation in which you will visit a friend, perform an
introduction, thank him for a favor done, and take your leave
graciously.
18. Dramatize a conversation on any one of these topics:
Trapped in a cave.
In an automobile wreck.
Adrift in a balloon.
Lost in Grand Central Station.
Kidnapped.
19. If you enjoy woodworking, shape a small piece of board and make a
telephone number pad. On this, neatly print the names and telephone
r
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numbers, in an alphabetized list, of those friends and neighbors
you and your friends call most often. Keep it near your telephone
at home.
20. Pretend to call the telegraph office and send a telegram home tell-
ing of your safe arrival in some distant city or to your host tell-
ing your time of arrival at his home.
Pooling of experiences .
—
Exhibits—Booklets and pictures prepared during the course of the unit
will be shown. Optional activities contain many such opportunities.
Reports—Dramatizations and reports on topics or activities may be given
at the close of the work on the activities. Have your material
ready to present to the class. Any work you have done by yourself
or in a group may be reported on or shown at this time.
Mastery tests .
—
Test I
In an oral unit of this kind a mastery test is difficult to build.
The real test would be increased ability to carry on a worthwhile con-
versation, ease in performing introductions, and other outgrowths of
this type unit. However, since we must try to test objectively, the
following is offered:
1. A good conversationalist
( ) a. monopolizes the conversation.
( ) b. interrupts frequently.
( ) c. waits his chance to speak.
2. A good conversationalist
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) a. never talks, listens to others always.
) b. listens attentively and offers own ideas.
) c. talks all the time.
3. A good conversationalist
) a. doesn't tell personal affairs to everyone.
) b. tells everyone about his family troubles.
) c. asks personal questions of acquaintances.
4. A good conversationalist
) a. includes everyone in the group.
) b. talks only to the person nearest him.
) c. talks to friend and expects all others to listen.
5. A good topic for conversation is
) a. religion.
) b. father's job.
) c. hobbies.
6. When talking you should remember to
) a. never agree with anyone else.
) b. change your beliefs to suit your friends.
) c. recognize everyone's right to his own beliefs.
7. In calling a friend
) a. guess at his number.
) b. call another friend and ask him what it is.
) c. look it up in the telephone directory.
8. If you do not agree with the ideas of your friend
( ) a. punch him in the nose.
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( ) b. walk off and leave him.
( ) c, consider both sides then draw your own conclusions.
9. When answering the telephone say
( ) a. "Hello, this is Mary Jones."
( ) b. "Who is this?"
( ) c. "Who do you want?"
10. In making a business call
( ) a. try to be clever and funny.
( ) b. be as brief and clear as possible.
( ) c. after completing your business chat for a while.
11. If you can't hear what is said
( ) a. hang up.
( ) b. say, "Please repeat."
( ) c. say, "Huh?"
12. In calling friend say immediately
( ) a. "Guess who?"
( ) b. "Who is this?"
( ) c. "This is Tom Jones. May I speak to Frank?"
13. In order to quickly find the number of a business concern
( ) a. call up a friend and ask him.
[ ) b. start at the beginning of the directory and look through,
( ) c. look in the classified section under the proper heading.
14. In introducing two people of the same age say
( ) a. "Shake hands with Tom Smith, Joe."
( ) b. "Tom, meet Joe."
(4
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( ) c. "Tom, this is Joe Blake. Joe, this is Tom Baker."
15. When introducing a boy and girl of the same age say
( ) a. "John, this is Mary Murphy."
( ) b. "Mary, this is John Dunphy."
( ) c. "John, meet Mary."
16. When introducing two people of different ages
( ) a. mention the older first.
( ) b. mention the younger first.
( ) c. mention first the one you know best.
17. In acknowledging an introduction say
( ) a. "How do you do, Mr. Green?"
( ) b. "Pleased to make your acquaintance."
( ) c. "Pleased to meet you."
18. When leaving a friend's home you should
( ) a. slip out without disturbing anyone.
I ) b. thank his mother for an enjoyable time.
( ) c. wait around till everyone leaves.
Test II
The following statements are either true or false. Encircle the
right letter. The first one is done for you.
(T) F 1. Personal questions should never be used in conversation.
T IF 2. An anecdote should be brief and to the point.
T F 3. It is a good idea to tease people to make them feel at ease.
T I 4. A wise man's speech should be noisy and boastful.
T F 5. A story-teller should always laugh at his own jokes.
<
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T F 6. A courteous person never interrupts another.
T F 7. A short story having a definite point is an anecdote.
T F 8. One should listen attentively to the conversation of another.
T F 9. When you begin to talk, don't stop.
T F 10. A good conversationalist naturally likes people.
T F 11. People like a person who talks all the time.
T F 12. A good conversationalist knows when to talk and when to keep
still.
T F 13. We like to talk with people who always listen but never talk.
T F 14. To converse well you must dislike people.
T F 15. It is unnecessary to be sure that all in a group have met
each other.
T F 15. You should hold the telephone mouthpiece right against your
mouth
.
T F 17. When the person you're calling is out, never leave your name.
T F 18. Anecdotes often add interest to the conversation.
T F 19. It is unwise to use jokes in conversation.
T F 20. An anecdote may be long and needs have no definite point.
T F 21. A good talker avoids hurting the feelings of others.
T F 22. A good conversationalist sees that all have a part in the
conversation.
T F 23. One should never apologize for interrupting a conversation.
T F 24. It is a good idea to correct errors made by another.
T F 25. You should take care that the subject of conversation
interests all.
i
T F 26. You should be sure to ask personal questions to show your
interest.
T F 27. It's a good idea to listen to conversation not meant for you.
T F 28. You should never listen to a telephone conversation.
T F 29. Always repeat to others what you overhear.
T F 30. It's all right to talk when you have something in your mouth.
T F 31. It is not necessary to be polite to servants.
T F 32. If you are a boy, always speak first to the girl.
T F 33. Be sure to tell any gossip you know.
T F 34. Correct any errors in stories of friends.
T F 35. You may ignore anyone in a group that you care to.
T F 36. It's a good idea to use vivid and specific words.
T F 37. Always mumble names in introducing people.
T F 38. The hostess should give a lead for conversation.
T F 39. Business calls may be lengthy and chatty.
T F 40. All conversations by telephone should be brief and to the
point.
T F 41. People's names are unimportant in introductions.
T F 42. When telephoning use a loud speaking voice.
T F 43. Slang may be used freely in conversation.
T F 44. It is acceptable to use poor English outside of school.
T F 45. If the conversation doesn't suit you, abruptly change it.
T F 46. Going home from school by bus, you should discuss your
teachers
.
T F 47. Always argue with those who don't see things your way.
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T F 48.
T F 49.
T F 50.
T F 51.
own age.
T F 52. Anyone should rise when being introduced to a friend's mother.
T F 53. A boy is introduced to a girl.
T F 54. A woman is introduced to a man.
T F 55. The name first mentioned is that of the person to whom the
introduction is being made.
Test III
Complete these sentences.
1. An anecdote or joke should be suited to the
.
2. It should not be too .
3. A story-teller laugh at his own joke.
4. A short story with a definite point is an .
5. Personal questions
____________
be used in conversation.
6. A wise man's speech be boastful.
7. A courteous person interrupts another.
8. In telephone conversations give your name (when).
9. Always speak (how).
10. In telephoning, talk directly (where).
11. Find ordinary numbers (where).
12.
^3 They are arranged by .
14. For special business phones look in (where).
c
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15. If the person is not at home leave
16. In a conversation listen (how)
.
17. In a conversation talk (when)
.
18. When conversing ask questions (when)
.
19. Never a speaker.
20. In leaving the home of a friend, don't forget to .
21. In introducing two classmates, a boy and a girl, mention first the
name of the
tioned first.
23. If you do not hear the name, say .
24. In acknowledging an introduction, say .
25. In introducing your mother and a teacher always mention first the
name of .
26. In introducing two people, one much older than the other, mention
first the
.
27. If you wish to call the Fire Department, you would look under
28. All city departments are listed under .
29. In using the classified section of your telephone directory, look
under for the name of anyone.
30. It is careless to use too much in conversation.
31. The best voice is
t
and sweet.
32. All remarks should be related to the .
33. A conversation is always started by your .
34. Good conversation must be
.
22. In introducing a man and a woman, the 1 s name must be men-
c(
35. Everyone should feel a responsibility to take his of a
conversation.
36. It is wise to speak so that others may .
37. It is helpful to be able to express your ideas .
38. For the Police Department telephone number I would look under
39. When taking messages for someone else over the telephone, it is
wise to .
40. Dinner time is a time to telephone.
41. In introducing Miss King and Mr. Olenick, name first .
4£. A younger person is presented to an .
43. In introducing your brother and friend's father, name first
44. In introducing young Al and your principal, name first
45. In introducing a woman and a man who hold a position of guest,
name first
<
CHAPTER V
THE UNIT—EVERYDAY ADVENTURES
(Tentative time—4 weeks)
Statement of the unit .— Since simple forms of story- telling and
story writing are in constant use by boys and girls, there should be
provision in the English course through guided classroom experiences,
for continued growth in this ability.
References for unit .— References will depend upon books availa-
ble. The following have helpful material:
1. "Language Arts," Cassell, Oberholtzer, and Bruner, Book I,
pages 147-186
2. "Junior English Activities," Hatfield, Lewis, Thomas, and
Woody, Book I, pages 115-193
3. "Conducting Experiences in English, M National Council of
Teachers of English, pages 163-172
4. "Effective Communication," Lyman, Johnson, and McGregor, pages
141-164
Delimitation of the unit .
—
1. Characteristics of a good story
a. Wise choice of subject
(1) Within interest range of group
(2) Within scope of pupil telling or writing story
-82-
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(3) With but one idea
(4) Appropriate to situation
b. Good topic (key) sentence containing the main idea
c. Logical development of necessary details adding to or explaining
topic sentence.
d. Good ending leaving reader or listener satisfied
II. Types of stories
a. Personal experiences
b. Favorites retold
c. Anecdotes and jokes
d. Imaginative stories
III. Oral skills to be developed
a. Poise before an audience
b. Careful enunciation
c. Correct pronunciation
d. Ability to hold the interest of the audience through voice and man-
ner.
e. Ability to talk in complete sentences, using good English
IV. Written skills to be developed
a. Proper arrangement of paper
b. Ability to correctly indent a paragraph
c. Proper use of capitalization and punctuation to make the meaning
clear.
d. Legibility
e. Correct formation of plurals
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f. Correct use of possessive case
Functional grammar .-- As was stated in the previous unit, the gram-
mar will be taught as its need arises and will be practiced upon by the
individual, by the group, or by the whole class according to the fre-
quency and the importance of the error. Sentence and paragraph work will
fit in very well here.
Core activities .
—
1. Many times you have occasion to tell your classmates or friends about
your personal experiences, to entertain them with a story, or to con-
vince them by giving an example. Tou can hold the interest of your
listeners better if you use as a subject something you really know
about, something that will interest the audience, and talk about the
one important thing leaving out all unimportant details.
a. Select from the following the best story subjects.
My week at the beach My vacation
My trip across the country Fishing
The puppy stuck under the fence Football
My embarrassing mistake The story of a dog
Landing a prize trout A winning touchdown
b. List ten good story subjects of your own.
2. Be prepared to tell in class what you think makes a sentence a good
one with which to begin a story.
3. First of all a story must have a good beginning. Read the sentences
listed below and select those which would make good beginning sen-
tences.
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a. One day last summer we had a picnic.
b. While it was raining we had nothing to do.
c. "Man overboard!" came the cry from the forward deck.
d. My father took me to the White Mountains.
e. My dog, Patty, showed unusual intelligence during the fire.
f . a sharp rap at the window startled me.
g. I belong to a club of boys (or girls).
h. A flash of lightning revealed a hooded figure groping about the
room.
i. A pile of dirty dishes stood between me and the movies.
j. I could hardly breathe as I timidly approached the office door.
4. Rewrite "Bie sentences you didn't choose, improving them.
5. Write ten good beginning sentences.
6. Choose the sentence you liked best from activity 5, have it accepted,
and develop from it a good story arranging your paper according to
directions. Let your story move quickly, not allowing the interest
you aroused in your beginning sentence to die down. Keep moving *.
7. Discover, by looking over several paragraphs, how the arrangement of
ideas aids in the understanding of a story. What are you going to
try to do with yours?
8. Rearrange in the proper order:
In The Gold Dawn
Dizzily, I staggered to my feet. When we rose to a high alti-
tude, the pilot asked us if we should like to see him do a few stunts.
I was unable to hang on to anything, and went hurtling to the earth.
(
By the faint light of .the winter dawn, I discerned the outline of
—
my bedl The air whistled past my ears as I sped downward. Somewhat
shakily, we agreed. I lost no time in crawling between the covers,
but not, I hoped, to finish the interrupted dream. Thump! I hit the
ground with a jar that rattled my teeth'. While doing a flip-flop,
the plane gave a sudden lurch, and to my horror I felt myself slip-
ping!
9. We will discuss in class what a topic sentence is and its use. When
this has been done, pick out the topic sentences from the paragraphs
on the page assigned you by your teacher. How do you think this
ability could help you in your school work? In what subjects should
it be most valuable? Plan to use the ability in studying.
10. Bring your geography book to class. From the pages assigned pick out
and copy the topic sentences.
11. Choose one of the following topic sentences and develop from it a good
paragraph keeping in mind that you must not bring in new ideas not
covered by the topic sentence.
a. Saturday morning would be a pleasant time at my house if it
weren' t for one duty.
b. A newcomer to the junior high school has many treats.
c. Every head in the crowd was turned toward the corner from which
the noise was coming.
d. An old man with some balloons provided much amusement for the
crowd.
e. The no school signals practically save my reputation.
c
12. Try to write a story, following all previous rules, with a good
surprise ending. You will find some excellent examples in nJunior
English Activities," Hatfield, Lewis, Thomas, and Woody, Book I,
page 120. Here is a sample story plot in case the book is not
handy: Example—Family returns home late. Fears burglars in the
house. Calls police. Discovers John has forgotten to turn off
the radio.
Remember—the above is only a story plot, not a complete
storyl
13. In order to increase your vocabulary try listing words that you
think of when you see or hear another word.
Example:
circus: clown, elephants, pink lemonade
first day: confusion, lost, homeroom
Try to make a short list like these.
14. Read several stories in your books and try to discover what makes
a good ending sentence. Be ready to talk about this.
15. Look through the books on your teacher's reference shelf and find
some stories from which the endings have been omitted. Copy one
story and write a good ending sentence.
16. Write a story to fit one of these endings:
a. With a sigh of relief I sank into my seat silently thanking my
"lucky stars" for helping me to do the impossible.
b. Do you wonder that, in my family, the dog is an honored member?
c. Again I had proved the old saying, "The biggest fish is the one
t
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that got away."
d. Like Benjamin Franklin, I knew I had spent too much for a whistle.
17. Often boys and girls have nothing to tell or write about because they
have the mistaken belief that something unusual or thrilling must
happen before there is a story. Really good stories are made from
what is going on around you every day. Take any day at school. If
you think of the whole day, you'll find many little incidents that
would make a good story. Keep a diary, by half-hours, of your whole
day. Star on your paper those incidents which you think suggest a
story.
18. Prepare to tell as you might sitting around a campfire where each
has agreed to tell a story, one of the following which you have
read or heard:
a. A fable from Aesop d. A historical incident
b. A myth e. A humorous story
c. An animal story f. A story from the Bible
Daniel and the Lion' s Den
Moses
David and Goliath
19. Be prepared to tell in class a story of your own planning on any
subject. Show that you have gained a knowledge of the qualities of
good story-telling. Check yourself against the story-telling score
chart on the back wall.
Optional activities .
—
1. Find and retell to the class a fable from the famous Greek story-
4
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teller Aesop.
2. Prepare to tell your classmates an anecdote about a famous person
illustrating some quality; such as, honesty, humor, courage.
3. Get your grandfather or grandmother to tell you an incident of her
or his childhood. Rewrite in your own words.
4. Write a humorous incident of your own childhood. Illustrate with
sketches or cut out pictures. Combine with your classmates to make
a book of humor for a sick child.
5. Find a picture which suggests a story to you. Write the story.
6. Plan a story hour for a group of small children. Find some of the
old favorites to retell.
7. Find and bring to class a poem which tells a story. Read to your
classmates.
8. If you are interested in music, find and retell an anecdote about a
musician or tell us the story of an opera.
9. Stories have played a large part in the history of many people.
Make a collection of stories of different nationalities—Greek, Roman,
American Indian, American Negro, Norse, Hebrew, and the like.
10. With action figures tell a simple story with pictures as the ancient
people did.
11. Who is your favorite story-teller? (Kipling, Harris, Twain, Alcott)
Prepare a short account of his life to acquaint the class with your
friend.
12. Write story plots for stories with surprise endings.
13. Draw a large clock face on a piece of drawing paper. Instead of
*
numbers draw tiny cartoons to show what you were doing then.
14. Pretend you are some interesting person and tell or write one of
your adventures.
Example—A pearl diver, a desert explorer.
15. Broadcast a bedtime story, constructing a small microphone.
16. Think over your experiences for the past few days and group under
divisions these topics:
In School Free Time Supper Time
17. Make a list of stories you have read and liked that told of ad-
ventures of hoys and girls like you.
18. Cut interest-arousing beginning sentences from magazines stories.
Bring them in for the class to use. Perhaps we could use them
like a quiz— let each pupil draw one and make up his story.
19. Prepare a story to tell the class on some imaginary invention of
yours
.
Example—A rolling pin, a homework machine.
20. Tell to your classmates the plot of a thrilling movie you have seen
or book you have read. Be sure you tell the events in their proper
order.
SI. We all love heroes whether they are animals or humans. Can you tell
a story about something heroic done by a person or an animal?
22. Make a notebook of cartoons or magazine pictures that tell a story.
23. Make a list of story formulas for class use.
Example: Big sister, telephone, pile of unwashed dishes.
24. Report to the class on stories told by some favorite radio
€
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commentator.
25. Rewrite the following selection varying the length and the types of
sentence.
A rodeo came to Brockton last fall. There were lots of cowboys
and horses. They had a show. Some of the horses seemed wild. One
cowboy was hurt.
I.Iastery Test—Oral.-- Since much of this unit has been oral, it is
difficult to build a truly objective test; the only real test is the
telling of a good story in the light of the requirements listed in the
delimitation. May we suggest that each teacher build a score card
against which to check her class as objectively as possible. For a
sample see 1: 186 2: 125.
Mastery Tests—Written .
—
1. Mark the following word groups 1, 0,or according to whether each
expresses a complete thought (1), an incomplete thought (0), or
more than one thought ( )
.
a. After the party on the way home.
b. Down the hill came the old horse at a rapid trot.
c. The peach trees were in bloom the air was warm and sweet.
d. Laughing and talking and playing merrily together.
e. Bob slung his rifle to his shoulder Ted picked up the heavy bag.
f. There on the hilltop stood Buff.
g. The radio cracked and sputtered suddenly the lights went out.
h. Even if I did do it.
i. There we saw a large bell it was used to call the farmers to
i
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dinner.
j. When I was getting ready for school this morning.
k. We joined the crowd they were going skating.
1. The team lined up the whistle blew the center kicked off the
game had started,
m. This is the only correct answer,
n. If the flood rises much higher.
o. One of the girls who had spent the summer in France,
p. Betty lived in Australia.
q. The bells rang furiously the fire engines dashed through the main
streets.
r. Beyond the mountain ridge could be seen a faint haze of smoke.
s. The Indians who lived in mud huts.
t. All around the ground where the snow was trampled.
2. Copy the following sentences, supplying all necessary punctuation.
a. Who goes there f . A robin is a kind of bird
b. How lucky they are g. The drama club acted Little Nell
c. This is antique, isn' t it h. Is twenty-six the right answer
d. How much will it make i. How beautiful it is
e. What fun skating is j. Guard the fort closely
3, Copy, supplying the capital letters where they are needed:
a. the indian story is true.
b. we study mathematics, history, english and Spanish.
c. last Christmas we visited uncle hugh.
d. maud muller raked the field in summer.
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e. he called, "who is there?"
f . we read torn brown's schooldays .
g. patrick henry said "give me liberty or give me death. 1*
h. he drew the Japanese flag.
i. the doctor and judge pearson came in.
j. mr. jones is the president of the st. morris glee club.
4. Change all singular nouns to plural:
a* The woman loved the baby.
b. The ox obeyed the farmer.
c. The child played with the lady.
d. The thief robbed the bank.
e. The wife remained at home.
f . The crowd boarded the trolley.
g. The goose swam down the stream.
h. The lily pleased the sick man.
i. We caught the mouse,
j. He fed the calf.
5. Insert apostrophes where they are needed to show ownership:
a. Frances wore my sisters cap.
b. My sister played with the babies dolls.
c. There is a sale of mens and boys shoes.
d. The ladies purses were stolen.
e. Who broke Bens watch?
f. Johns uncle worked in the childrens store.
g. Bettys Ride is the name of a story.
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h. The teachers meeting was held on Wednesday.
i. The teachers command was not quite clear,
j. A weeks vacation will do you good.
6, Write a story, imaginary or real, on any topic you wish. Be sure
that you have a good topic sentence first; then your story will fol-
low right along. Use good vivid words and end it with one of the
three endings about which we have learned in this unit.
7. Pretend you are a character in a book. For instance, you might be
one of the following:
Robinson Crusoe—Write a letter to put in a sealed bottle and
set afloat in the ocean. Tell about finding
Friday* s footprints.
Buffalo Bill—Write to a friend telling about a recent Indian
skirmish.
Tom Sawyer—Write a letter to Huck telling about Aunt Polly and
the pain-killer.

CHAPTER VT
THE UNIT—DIRECTIONS
,
EXPLANATIONS, INSTRUCTIONS
(Tentative time—3 weeks)
Statement of the unit ,— Sometimes when you tell about some event
you find that you have not told a story but told how the event happened
or why. When your purpose has been to explain what you have done, your
composition is not story-telling, but explanations.
Explanation is part of your everyday living almost as much as is
story- telling. You make an announcement; you give directions how to
reach a certain spot; you explain how a new game is played—all these
are explanations. When you answer the questions Who
,
What
,
Where
,
Why
with definite information, you explain.
References for unit.—
1. "English Activities, " Hatfield, Lewis, Lesser, and Thomas.
American Book Company, 1936, pages 219-241
2. "High School English, " Canby, Carter, and Miller, Book I.
The Macmillan Company, 1936, pages 57-66
Delimitation of the unit .
—
1. The good explanation has certain characteristics. The most important
of these is clearness. In order to be clear you must:
a. Know your subject thoroughly and accurately.
b. Choose specific words that explain your meaning accurately.
-95-
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c. State your facts in orderly fashion so that your audience can
follow you from point to point.
d. Omit unnecessary details.
e. Use pictures and graphs, charts, maps, and drawings to make your
meaning clear.
2. After you have chosen your subject and collected your facts you make
a plan considering:
a. Introduction
—
presenting subject and getting the interest of your
hearers
.
b. Body
—
giving your explanation point by point and making sure that
your audience follows you.
c. Conclusion—the result arrived at or the completion of your ex-
planation.
3. A brief, well-written plan of your talk will make it easier for you
to present your material. This written plan is an outline. It
includes the facts the writer considers most important.
a. There are two kinds of outline: topical and sentence. A topical
outline is briefer and easier to write than is a sentence out-
line, which, as its name hints, is written in complete sentences.
The danger of a topical outline is that it may be so vague and
brief as to give little or no information about the subject.
Such an outline is of no value.
b. The main topics are numbered I, II, III, etc., with subtopics
under each in capital letters A, B, C. Print these. Subtopics
under capitals are numbered 1, 2, 3.
•
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c. Subtopics are begun farther to the right than the main topics.
The second line of a topic is indented farther than the first
line.
d. The numbers for the main topics must be kept directly under each
other, and in like manner the letters for the subtopics must be
kept in a vertical line.
e. Capitalize the first word of each topic and other words that would
be capitalized in a sentence.
f . Place a period after each topic number or letter and at the end of
the sentence.
4. A form of explanation frequently used is definition. A really com-
plete, accurate definition is hard to give. Fortunately most of us
have enough knowledge to be able to define by comparison to something
we already know. Do not choose words that are harder than the one
you are defining, and avoid using the word you are defining in the
definition you are trying to make. First, you give the general class
to which the object or idea belongs, then the particular details
which separate it from the rest of its class.
Name Class Particular details
Example
—
piracy robbery on the high seas
5. Note-taking will help you in your social studies and science. Jot
down notes in a notebook as you read or listen. They may be arranged
in outline form or list.
6. In giving directions, as well as in other speaking and writing, you
can avoid short, choppy sentences by combining ideas of equal
c
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importance by means of and
,
but , or or. These are coordinate con-
junctions.
Introduction .— If a record were made of your conversation for one
day, you would find that again and again you had to explain how to do
something. Perhaps a classmate asked you how to arrange a notebook, do
a problem, draw a map; a friend asked you how to make fudge, pancakes,
or biscuits; a stranger asked you how to reach the post office, the
city hall, or a certain street.
Listen to the questions which others ask. Think of the wording of
your own questions. Are they clear or do they have to be repeated or
explained?
Pretest ."- How many of the following questions can you answer ac-
curately? Choose and write clear, definite answers.
Example: What are marionettes?
Marionettes are puppets or small figures moved by strings.
They were so named because the first ones were thought to look
like little statues of the Virgin and were called "Little Marias"
or "Marionettes."
1. What causes thunder?
2. How may a fire be kindled without matches?
3. How is coral formed?
4. Why are days shortest in winter?
5. What is the correct way of saluting the flag?
6. What is the correct way of displaying the flag?
7. What is the best way to learn a poem?
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8. How may bleeding be stopped?
Make an outline on the paragraphs below:
Causes of Forest Fires
Certain causes of forest fires have been known for years. The
most common are the throwing down of lighted cigars, cigarettes, or
matches, or having a campfire that has not been completely extinguished.
Lightning causes many.
Recently a scientist who has spent many years examining the origin
of fires warns us of something new to guard against. He maintains that
20 per cent of forest fires of unknown origin are due to pieces of
curved glass from broken bottles thrown away. These act as magnifying
glasses and concentrate the sun's rays in such a way as to start a fire.
It is everyone's duty to be careful in using any materials that
might cause fires.
Core activities .
—
1. A good deal of one's conversation consists of explaining or giving
directions. A good explanation gives accurate information. An in-
correct direction is worse than none at all. A satisfactory answer
is also clear, courteous, and complete.
Read the following example of such a conversation and answer
these questions:
a. How do the boys become acquainted?
b. What does the newcomer want to know?
c. Are Alec's directions clear?
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Example:
"Hello," called Alec. "When did you move here?"
"Yesterday," answered the stranger. "Where do you live?"
"I live in the house on the corner. My name's Alec Brown.
What's yours?"
"George McCauley."
"What grade are you in?" asked Alec.
"I'm in the seventh," replied George. "Where are you?"
"I'm in the seventh, too," answered Alec.
"Where's the school I'll go to, Alec?"
"You'll go to the junior high school in the park. I'll tell
you exactly how to go there. Go down Senica Parkway to Lake
Avenue; turn right on Lake Avenue and go to Philps Avenue; turn
right on Philps Avenue and go through the park to the school. But
pshawl I'll take you Monday."
"That'll be fine," answered George. "What time do you leave?"
"Oh! I'll be along about eight o'clock," called Alec as he rode
off on his bicycle.
Divide into groups of two each. Choose one of the following sugges-
tions, ask the question, and give the necessary answer. Be clear and
definite.
a. The new boy moved next door on Saturday and wants to know how to
reach the Paine School.
b. He wants information about the time school begins and the length of
the recess periods.
«<
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c. A stranger asks the way to the library.
d. Your father asks you to explain your report card ratings.
e. A new pupil asks about the qualifications for membership in the
band, orchestra, or glee club.
3. If you were teaching a person to play tennis, which of these would
you explain first? Why? What definite things would you say?
a. How to count score.
b. The layout of the court.
c. The proper shoes and clothes to wear.
d. How to hold a racket.
e. How to serve a ball.
f . How to return a ball.
What is the first thing to explain to anyone who wants to do
any of the following?
a. Build a campfire. f. Do simple diving.
b. Cook meat over a campfire. g. Swim the crawl.
c. Put out a campfire. h. Change a tire.
d. Roll up a pack. i. Make a toy plane.
e. Tread water.
4. You will be greatly helped in explaining the meaning of a noun if you
get the habit of telling to what class of things it belongs, and how
it differs from others in that class. The following table will help.
Study the examples given.
Name Class Particular qualities
a. Sod is soil filled with roots of grass.
fc
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b. A fable is a story which teaches a lesson.
c. A reservoir is a place where water is collected
and kept for us.
Using the form above write definitions for ten of the following:
asbestos, a rainbow, a shark, a hotbed, a fog, sap, a cartoon, a
president, a microphone, a monoplane, a hangar, a treaty, a tepee, a
compass, a theatre, a tenderfoot.
5. When you are defining a noun, use after it another noun, not where or
when .
(Right) A church is a building for public worship.
(Wrong) A church is where people worship.
Correct these faulty definitions:
A library is where books are kept.
A hymn is when people sing in praise of God.
Summer is when the rays of the sun are most direct.
A triangle is when a figure has three sides.
A patriot is when one loves his country.
A bank is where you save money.
A hero is when you risk your life to save someone.
6. When you are preparing to answer a question put down your ideas, then
arrange them in order. From this list you can give a clear, connected
answer or explanation. This written plan is an outline. It includes
the facts the writer considers most important.
There are two kinds of outline, topical and sentence. A topical
outline is briefer and easier to write but may not give enough information
r<
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to help you. The sentence outline using complete sentences, you will
find more valuable.
Example: Here is how a boy, planning a talk on the topic "Prac-
ticing Thrift in School," made a rough plan, then developed his outline
from it.
Practicing Thrift in School
Value of banking.
Practice in making out deposit slips.
Pride in owning a bankbook.
You can draw out the money.
Use of school materials.
Careful use of textbooks.
Economy in use of pencils and paper.
Using both sides of paper.
Care of school property.
Care of desks.
Care of shop equipment.
Economy of time.
Working on a schedule.
Not wasting time of others.
Looking at the rough draft, he asked himself: Do all the topics refer
to the practice of thrift? Are all the topics equally important?
What are the main topics?
Eere is the final outline:
I. Value of banking.
r
A. Practice of making out deposit slips.
B. Pride in owning a bankbook.
II. Use of school materials.
A. Textbooks.
B. Paper and pencils.
III. Care of school property.
A. Desks.
B. Shop equipment.
17. Economy of time.
A. Planning one's own time.
B. Not wasting the time of another.
Directions for Outlining
I. The main topics are numbered I, II, III with the sub-
topics under each in capital letters A, B, C (Print
these). Subtopics under capital letters are numbered
1, 2, 3, 4.
II. Subtopics are begun farther to the right than the main
topics. The second line of a topic is indented farther
than the first line.
III. The numbers for the main topics must be kept directly
under each other, and in like manner the letters for
the subtopics must be kept in a vertical line.
IV. Capitalize the first word of each topic and other words
that would be capitalized in a sentence.
V. Place a period after each topic number or letter and at
fi
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the end of each sentence.
Jot down the ideas as they come to your mind, arrange in outline
form, then write the explanation for one of the following:
Eow our homeroom is organized.
What it means to he a citizen in our school.
How to prepare mathematics lesson.
How to read a map.
How to look up a topic in the encyclopedia.
Write an outline of each of these two explanations. Use sentence form
for one.
How to Make a Hectograph
A hectograph, a device for making copies of handwriting is use-
ful and easy to make.
Find a biscuit tin which is watertight. Buy one pound of gela-
tin. Put the gelatin in a saucepan, cover with water, and boil until
the gelatin is melted. Then add two teaspoonfuls of glycerine and
stir well.
Place the tin on a flat table and pour the mixture into it.
Wipe with a damp flannel. Lay your paper face downward and press.
Allow a few minutes for the writing on the paper to transfer to the
composition. Do one paper at a time.
To remove writing wipe composition with a damp flannel. Rub
one way only. Do not use for few hours.
How to Pack a Blanket Roll
When you are packing a blanket roll, remember that you should
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not have any hard articles pressing against your shoulder, back, or
chest, and that the articles should be so arranged that they will not
fall out while you are walking.
To make the roll tight and comfortable to carry distribute the
equipment in six or eight small piles across the width of the blanket,
half on one side of the center and half on the other. Fold over the
two edges about eight inches. No equipment should be placed under
these folds. Roll the pack tightly away from you. Then tie or strap
each end to be sure nothing will fall out.
8. Not all explanations need be serious.
Example; How to .Amuse a Small Child
You must first gather:
1 child 1 strait jacket
1 pair handcuffs 1 wash line
1 mouth gag a quantity of rattles, toys, etc.
Sit with child in lap and read to it. The child will have very
few good tendencies but will certainly kick, cry, bite, squirm, and
pull hair.
Some trinket that you prize very much will help amuse the child.
He will look at it, play with it for about two minutes, smash it
thoroughly, and hand it back with a loving "goo."
After you are exhausted, place the child on the floor. It will
immediately pull over all the chairs.
In half an hour, if you can summon the strength, handcuff the in-
fant, put him in a strait jacket, and hang him on the wash line.
c
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Try same of your own—How to Dive—for example. Illustrate if
you can.
9. Choose one of these topics to give a clear explanation to the class.
Make an outline.
How to arrange English papers.
How to wash dishes.
How to introduce a friend to your mother.
How to answer the telephone.
How to tame an animal.
How to make a cake.
How to light a campfire.
10. Direct a stranger (draw a road-map):
To the post office.
To the telegraph office.
To your home.
11. When a story tells about one thing it is said to have unity . An out-
line helps you to hold accurately to the point you have to make.
Does this outline have unity?
The Thrill of My Vacation
I. Our four-year-old car.
II. Trip across the Mojave Desert.
III. A loose pet cock.
17. Two hours without water.
V. Friends in need.
r
Examine these. Cross out points not showing unity .
My First Garden
I. Entering the school garden contest.
II. Waiting for my plants to come up.
III. hatching my neighbor's garden.
17. Weeding my garden.
V. Winning the contest.
VI. Using the money earned.
Forming a Book Club
I. Selection of members.
II. Election of officers.
III. Argument about movies.
17. Assignment of books.
V. Preparation for first meeting.
12. Use expressions such as the following to take the place of the over-
worked "then." Add to the list.
second at this point the next step
next afterwards following this
finally having done that the final step
13. In giving directions, as well as in other speaking and writing, you
can avoid short, choppy sentences by combining ideas of equal impor-
tance by means of and
,
or , or but .
And connects words of equal importance.
Example: nIs it at North and Main Street?" he asked.
But introduces an idea in contrast to the first, and is
r
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preceded by a coma.
Example: Jack is quick, but Jim is slow.
Or and nor indicate a choice.
Example: Open the box, or let me do it.
These words or, nor , but , and are conjunctions and when used
with parts of equal importance are called coordinate conjunctions.
What does the word coordinate mean? Why is it a particularly de-
scriptive word?
Make sentences using the above helps.
14. When you select the meaning of a word from the dictionary, choose
one that applies to the sentence where the word is used. Find the
definition in your dictionary that fits each use of the word box
below.
a. The box is quite small.
b. In scouting we learned to box Hie compass.
c. We had a box seat in the show.
d. He stood in the pitcher's box.
e. The box tree is used for edges.
f . A box on the cheek will finish him.
g. Box the candy for mailing.
You see it is first used as a noun, and later as an adjective
and in your last sentence it is a verb.
15. Find definitions that fit the underlined words in these sentences:
a. If the ship can round the cape it will be safe.
b. The earth is not perfectly round .
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c. Let's play a round of golf.
d. He received a round of applause.
e. The tired troops fired one round of ammunition,
f • He bought a pound of round steak.
g. Round off your story with a good ending.
h. They rode all day to round up the cattle.
i. He stepped on the first round of the ladder,
j. The fall round-up starts today.
Optional activities .
—
Choose one of the following questions, and give a clear, definite
answer. You may need to look them up for accurate information. Make
your answers complete and interesting.
How did the Polish woman, Marie Curie, become famous?
What have been some of the results of Admiral Byrd's expeditions
in Little America?
What qualifications must one have to become an airmail pilot?
How did Samuel Clemens become famous?
Which of Thomas Edison's inventions do you think the most valua-
ble in your home?
Why is Daniel Boone a well-known figure in American history?
Why did France present the Statue of Liberty to the United States?
How may one travel to distant lands without leaving home?
Why are you glad that you are an American citizen.
What qualifications are necessary for becoming an airplane
stewardess?
<
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Choose five of the following questions referring to a book you have
read or to a topic you have studied in history. Prepare careful,
complete answers.
Example: What are some of the changes Rip Van Winkle found
when he returned home?
Rip found the village so changed in appearance that he scarcely
recognized it. His own home was in ruins. He was told that his
wife was dead and his daughter married. Instead of the old inn where
he used to loaf, stood a rickety wooden building called a hotel; in-
stead of the Union Jack, on a pole in front of the hotel waved a
peculiar flag of stars and stripes.
How did Rip Van Winkle spend his time after he returned home?
How did Little John and Robin Hood become friends?
Why did Priseilla say to John Alden, "Why don 1 t you speak for
yourself, John?''
Why was it so difficult for Tom Canty to take the place of the
prince?
Why did Paul Revere wait to see a lantern in the Old North
Church?
Where were the Dutch explorations in the New World? What were
their results?
What is the meaning of the name "San Francisco"? Why is it an
important city?
Where is New Orleans located? By whom was it first settled and
how did these settlers affect the history of the city?
f
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Why were the original thirteen colonies located along the coast?
Who were some of the early American scouts? How did they help
make American history?
How did the Boy Scout movement begin?
3, Write an explanation of the way you do one of the following. Prepare
an outline.
Give a fire alarm. Give your dog a bath.
Get a library card. Put out a grass fire.
Open a new book. Toast marshmallows
.
Load a camera. Get ready for camp.
Become a scout. Dust a room.
4, A diary is a record of what a person does day after day and may be
written either as notes or as a story. Write an actual or imaginary
diary covering at least three days. Use any of these topics: camp-
ing, when our cousins visited us, fair week, the first week of
school, the first train ride, vacation, rehearsing, troubles of a
newsboy, when Mother was away.
Example: July 15—Beautiful day. We left Canyon Camp in Yel-
lowstone Park at 7 a.m. We drove past Shoshone Dam. Tonight we
sleep at a camp at Ten Sleep. The town got its name from Indians
who said it was ten sleeps' distance between two villages.
July 16—Breakfast at 6:30 a.m. and off to cross the Big Horn
Mountains. Tonight we are at Spearfish, South Dakota.
5. Take notes on one of the subjects you study tonight. Hand them in.
6. Look up the week's radio programs and make a list of the speeches
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Dishwashing
Studying
Earning money
that might be interesting. Listen to one, take notes on it.
7. Write all the ideas that occur to you on one of the following sub-
jects. Then decide what the main topics are and complete the out-
line.
Our parks Our policemen
Getting a summer Traffic problems
job Our dog or cat
Courtesy
8. In this exercise choose ten words. Give first the general class
to which the object belongs and then the distinguishing details:
hat, table, desk, door, blackboard, eraser, dress, pen, schoolhouse,
park, coat, shoe, glove, ring, watch, janitor, teacher.
9. If you have ever built a model airplane, radio, wireless set, boat,
or have made wax flowers, dolls from clothespins, or lamp shades,
bring in samples of your work and give a carefully planned report
telling how you did it.
10. Explain how to make or build any of these:
A raft
A whistle
An engine
A tree house
Paper novelties
11. Explain how to do any of these:
Bathe a dog.
Develop a picture.
A puppet stage
Invisible ink
Soap carvings
A telephone set
Put up a tent.
Care for a canary.
1*
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Clean spark plugs. Apply a tourniquet.
Set a dinner table.
12. Choose one of the topics below and include an explanation of it in a
letter to a friend.
How to Make Birds from Pipe Cleaners.
13. Make sentences using and to join two words of equal importance; two
groups of words.
Example: The man who directed them and who accompanied them was
a policeman.
14. Make sentences using but
,
or , nor to join equal groups.
15. Plan to give or to write a short explanation of some game or sport
with which you are familiar and about which your classmates would
probably enjoy hearing. Make a brief outline to guide you. Avoid
choppy sentences by using coordinate conjunctions to join "twin
thoughts." Use a diagram if it will help make your explanation
clear.
16. Select one of the following games or any game that has fairly simple
rules and tell how to play it. Why is it necessary, in a short com-
position, to avoid trying to describe a highly complicated game,
such as baseball or football?
How to Build a Submarine.
How to Stock a Fish Pond.
How to Serve a Quick Lunch.
Tag Hopscotch Hide-and-G-o-Seek
Lotto Croquet Duck on the Rock
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Charades Kick the Stick Prisoner's Base
17. Maybe you play a game you have made up for yourself. Explain it.
18. In the following story, tell what part of speech the word "fly" is
in each case:
"Friend Fly, let us flee the flypaper and fly up a flaw in
the flue."
"Dear Flea, I just flew down that flue. Let us flee'."
19. Find or make sentences showing three different meanings for each
of these words. Let your dictionary help you.
iron lie record hold
play roll fast pound
£0. Pretend you are teaching your little brother or sister how to do
one of the following things. Write the explanation you would make
to him.
How to tell time.
How to have good table manners.
How to float.
How to do homework.
How to overcome fear of the dark.
How to make a bed.
How to open a book.
How to build a campfire on a wet day.
Eow to dry dishes.
How to reach a high note.
21. Give a "chalk talk" as a cartoonist might do. Draw pictures on the
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board, as you give your explanation.
22. Write a funny account of a real or imaginary experience like any of
these:
Reading a timetable.
Opening a bank account.
Working a slot machine.
23. Consult a reference book and explain (written) one of the following.
Illustrate where you can.
How Soap is Made. How Water is Purified.
How Beavers Build a Dam. How a Camera Works.
How a Force Pump Works. How Dress Patterns are Made.
How Needles are Made. How Coral Islands are Formed
24. Write a brief account of some of the interesting habits you have ob-
served in an animal or a bird, such as a white mouse, a canary, a
rabbit, a turtle, a fish, a goat, a raccoon.
25. Arrange a bulletin-board display of advertisements. Explain how each
one emphasizes important ideas, putting those of lesser importance
in the background.
26. Choose a partner. Take turns suggesting names of familiar objects,
such as a chair, desk, rose. See who can write in the shortest time
the best definition of the word suggested. Use a dictionary to check
your work.
Mastery Test .— Choose any ten of the words given below to define.
Give first the general class to which the object belongs and then the
distinguishing detail or details.
•
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Example: Pistol—a short firearm for use with one hand,
hat dress teacher
table pen watch
desk coat janitor
door shoe grocer
blackboard glove chauffeur
eraser schoolhouse piracy
pencil ring (jewelry) gate
book motorman chair
Mastery Test II—Type Signals .— Here is a selection in which no type
signals is used. Read it carefully. Then draw a wavy line under the
words that could be used as a bold-faced main topic (I). Draw straight
lines under the three expressions that could be used as subtopics (A, B,
C). From them make a two-margin outline at the right.
Drill Two
Many students come to high school
with wrong ideas of what study means.
First, true study is not teacher activi-
ty. Many young people seem to think
that students are like young robins,
sitting in the classroom waiting for a
good teacher to thrust all the right
things down their throat. To be suc-
cessful a student must do practically
all of his own work, taking not actual

help but only guidance frcm the teacher.
Second, true study is not merely a
search for facts. Within a few years af-
ter graduation from high school most
young people have forgotten 90 per cent
of the facts they have learned. Learn-
ing facts and passing a test are no
signs of intelligence. The real student
knows where to find facts when he wants
them—an art which he will practice all
his life, long after he has chosen a
life work which makes no use whatever
of algebra or technical grammar or
Latin.
Third, true study is not merely a
school activity. Many a healthy boy
yearns for June, when he will not have
"to study" any more. He is deceiving
himself. No one can live and grow men-
tally without study. Good study habits
will be used more and more all through
life. School is merely the place where
we learn how to study by practicing on a
few important things selected for us by
our elders. The bulk of our studying
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comes in the after-school years.
Mastery Test III .— Plan and write the explanation of any "What"
or "How" topic. Make your topic definite. For example, "Starting a
fire without matches" is a better topic than "At camp." Make a brief
plan, naming your best points.
Topic:
1.
2.
Write your explanation, being careful to avoid all errors.
Mastery Test 17 .— Heword each of the following sentences to make
the directions more definite.
Xm Go a little way down the street and turn.
1. (Reword here.
)
2. Cut holes in the cardboard.
2.
3. Let it boil a little while.
3.
4. Fold the paper.
4.
5. Nail two boards together.
5.
6. Pour in some water.
6.

CHAPTER VII
THE UNIT—MAKING WORD PICTURES
(Tentative time—3 weeks)
Statement of the unit .— To put into words something you have seen
or heard and to make the "word picture" clear to your listener or reader
is difficult. In this unit let's try to find ways to improve our
ability to tell exactly what we see in order that others may "see" what
we are describing to them.
References for unit .
—
"Language Arts," Cassell, Oberholtzer, and Bruner, Book I,
pages 105-106, 160-166, 338
"Junior English Activities," Hatfield, Lewis, Thomas, and
Woody, Book I, pages 89-92, 132-136
"English In Action," Tressler and Shelmadine, Book I, pages
195-200
"High School English," Canby, Carter, and Miller, Junior Book
I, pages 69-86, 112-115, 134-138
Delimitation of the unit .
—
1. We have some very useful helpers in description. Let's make use of
them. They are Who? Where? When? What? Why?
2. In describing carefully people, places, events, or objects we should
keep these points in mind:
-120-
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a. General impression of that which we are describing.
b. Logically arranged details which help the picture.
c. Distinguishing marks which set it apart.
d. Summing up of all details making the picture.
3. Careful observation is necessary for exact reporting.
4. In using details in description it is wise to select only those
which are important to a clear and vivid picture.
5. Your picture of any incident will depend upon your point of view
while viewing the picture. You may stay in one place to view it, or
you may move around. When you describe a person, your picture varies
according to how well you know the person you are describing.
6. Your skill in writing or telling your "word picture" depends on find-
ing just the right word. Te have words in our language whose job
it is to tell just what your noun means or what your verb means.
We even have helping words to make these helpers more clear. Adjec-
tives are "gossips'*; they "tell on" nouns and pronouns. They will
tell how your noun is colored, its size, shape, or number. Adverbs
are "gossips," too; they tell why, when, where, or in what manner
the action is done. Also helpful are descriptive verbs.
7. Your dictionary will prove helpful and useful in avoiding overworked
words and indefinite words.
Core activities .
—
1. Open your literature book and find what seems to you to be a good
paragraph of description. Decide whether the author was standing
still when he was painting his word picture or whether his picture
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was painted after he had viewed it from many angles.
2* Write a brief description of your classroom as you see it now from
your seat. Don't look over your shoulder. List everything you see,
then use your list to paint a word picture of the scene.
3. Roll a sheet of paper or close your two fists to make a spyglass.
Close one eye and look through your spyglass with the other. Look
around the room. Now see the room from this different point of
view. Write a description of it now.
4. We often find descriptive verbs which paint a good picture. Now we
have already learned that the verb is the action word in a sentence.
That action word should be as descriptive of the action as possible.
Instead of "said" can't you think of words which would better tell
just how the words were said? For example, how might an angry man
say something? an old woman? List as many synonyms for "said" as
you can. Look in your dictionary, your books, magazines, or any other
source
.
5. Avoid using indefinite words which do not say just what you mean.
Notice how often your classmates or you yourself use "interesting,"
"nice," and other such words. Make a list of these and find in your
dictionary substitutes for them. Try to use these other more vivid
words in your descriptions and stories.
6. List as many descriptive verbs as you can for the action of the
following: wind, fire, water, and dog.
7. For each of the following words find five words that are picture-
making synonyms. Example—run, dash, dart.

make a noise work cute nice
like (verb) go warm big
8. Learn to use words which say exactly what you mean. If you mean
"grey," don't say "between black and white." We have servant words
which help others to be more clear. Adjectives are the servants
for nouns. They will work only for a noun or pronoun. We have a
rule which says:
An adjective is a word which describes or modifies a noun or
pronoun and usually tells what kind, how many, how much, and some-
times which.
Keep this rule in mind and list all the adjectives you can
think of for:
color shape size
9. Use the above picture-making adjectives and describe various ob-
jects in one sentence each. Also you might use such adjectives as
these: sparkling, cloudy, shiny, curved, winding, weary.
10. Using the following nouns, list picture-making adjectives that might
be used to describe each noun:
A Christmas tree Burned toast A city street
An old farmhouse A rabbit's fur Ripe peaches
11. From books and magazines copy and bring to class five sentences
describing persons, smells, sounds, tastes, places, motions, and
objects.
IE. Write ten original sentences similar to those you found in activity
11.
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13. Another part of speech which acts as a servant is the adverb. Re-
member the adverb usually answers the question when? where? how?
how much? or why? Which of the adverbs here modify or help out
verbs? Which help adjectives? Which modify verbs? What question
does each answer?
The boys started late . Only a few came.
They traveled north . The sun is too hot.
It is extremely cold. He could be seen far away.
The car could go very fast. There were not many.
14. Sometimes adjectives are used in the predicate to describe the sub-
ject. In the following examples find this predicate adjective and
prove that it is an adjective.
Chalk is white. Bones are brittle.
Roy is tall. Your pencil is red.
The tree is green. You look cold.
Make some of your own.
15. We also can make adjectives from proper nouns. These are called
proper adjectives and are capitalized just like proper nouns. What
nouns were these proper adjectives made from?
American German English Russian
European Mexican Spanish Canadian
16. Many errors in your speech come from confusing adjectives and ad-
verbs. Now that you know the real use of each, let's try to over-
come this error. It is correct to say: The boys were noisy; the
boys played noisily. Why do we use noisy in one sentence and
•
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noisily in the other? Let me give you a hint. What words are
changed or explained by these words? What part of speech is the
word modified? Now, what do we use to modify that part of speech?
Can you see that noisy is a predicate adjective modifying the noun
"boys"? It tells what kind of boys—noisy boys. However, noisily
is an adverb modifying the verb "played"—tells how they played.
Label the adjectives and adverbs.
17. In each blank use the adverbial form of the underlined adjective.
The girl looked neat . She was dressed .
The woman seemed honest . She behaved .
The man was steady . He worked .
The lion was fierce . He roared .
The girl was careful . She moved .
18. Write a short vivid description on one of the following subjects.
Try to appeal to the reader's sense of smell, sight, hearing, or
touch.
A soda fountain A basketball game Lemon drops
Chocolate ice cream Cold fingers Heavy surf
The assembly hall A store on a Saturday
19. Comparing a thing to something else is helpful. Try to describe
the following, making vivid pictures by comparing each to a familiar
object.
A baby walking An airplane A snowstorm
Gutters after a rain A foghorn A traffic light
The first robin A flash of lightning A "tin Lizzie"
c
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20. List all the words you can that would be helpful in describing
people. First, consider their features or facial expressions, then
size, shape, coloring. What distinguishing characteristics of be-
havior might make different individuals appear more vividly to your
hearer or reader? Read several good descriptions of people and
then try to write one of your own. Use as a subject a classmate,
a teacher, or some favorite actor or actress.
Optional related activities .
—
1. Make a small notebook of a series of pictures made of words. Do
not try to write a whole story. Use any of the following or others
of your own:
Christmas shoppers An old farmhouse A beggar
A country road Saturday crowds A football crowd
Burning leaves A hurricane wind The ocean
2. Make a list of synonyms for said
,
walked
,
blew
,
flew .
3. Make a collection of expressions you find in your reading of books,
newspapers, or magazines that resemble those in the Readers Digest
,
called "Picturesque Speech."
4. Bring in objects that are beautiful or strange in texture or color.
See how many words you can find to describe them.
5. Make an artist's album from your various literature books. In it
put the most choice collection of word pictures that you can find.
6. Observe different people. Select one and list expressions that
describe his gait, gestures, facial expressions, eyes, hands, and
other characteristics. Be definite as to size, shape, and the like.
#
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7. Almost anything in nature has characteristics by which it may be
identified. A bear is recognized by its lumbering walk, the crow
by its hoarse caw and color. Make a small booklet entitled "Charac-
teristics That Identify." In it write short paragraphs on any
familiar bird, animal, piece of furniture, etc.
8. Give an antonym for the following:
play noisily walk gracefully ski quietly
skate slowly answer crossly work busily
speak clearly write legibly blow coldly
9". Keep a list of words that you feel are overworked by your class-
mates. Find synonyms for these words.
10. Do you like to draw? Make a series of cartoons illustrating action
words for walk . Use stick figures if you feel that you cannot draw
well.
11. From a topic sentence giving the general impression, add the details
necessary for a finished picture.
The halls are unusually noisy.
My room looked as if a cyclone had struck it.
Anxiously the crowd in the bleachers awaited the game.
12. Make a list of words showing how different people might cross a street.
13. "Imagine yourself in one of the following situations and make a list
as long as possible telling how the action was done.
You are in the print shop watching a job being done.
You are watching a football tackle at work.
You are watching a try-out for glee club.
•
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You are watching boys planing boards.
14. List all the adverbs that you can under these headings:
Where? When? How? Why?
15. List all the adverbs that you would find useful here:
In music—sing sweetly,
The print shop
—
print legibly,
Manual training—saw evenly,
In science—experiment carefully,
In mathematics—figure accurately,
16. Do with adjectives as you did above with adverbs. Describe a box
of type, and so on.
17. Write a paragraph of description on an ideal music room, art room,
English room.
18. From a magazine take a picture. Write a story to fit the picture
using picture words. Underline them.
19. Paint word pictures on various types of interesting people.
20. Paint a word portrait of yourself in which you describe seme boy-
hood experiences, your present interests, desires, or ambitions
for the future.
21. Make a picture gallery. In it will be poems of animals, people, or
scenery. Suggested are "The Tom Cat" by Don Marquis, "Little Lost
Pup" by Guiterman, or "Taxis" by Field.
Pooling of experiences .
—
Games to try
1. Write on the board "The cowboy rode." At a signal, those taking
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part will write all the adverbs they can telling how he rode.
2. Do the above activity using adjectives to describe the cowboy.
Sxhibits
All booklets and notebooks prepared during the unit will be shown.
Reports on topics or activities may be given at the close of the
work. Have the material ready to present to the class. Any work you
have done yourself or in a group may be reported on or shown at this
time.
Mastery tests .
—
1. Oral phase of the unit . A set of directions or guides made by the
pupil containing the guide posts he considers needed when he is tell-
ing or writing his descriptions.
2. 'Written phase of the unit . Since the test of a good descriptive
paragraph is the actual writing of that paragraph, putting into use
all the helps you have learned
,
you are asked first to do that very
thing. Think of your favorite character in fiction and write as good
a description of him as you can, remembering to use good picture-
making words. Here are a few suggestions:
Tom on his way to school Tom at his funeral
Huck meeting Injun Joe
3. With the help of the questions given in parentheses use picture-
making words to improve this story.
One night we were driving through the woods in a car. (What
kind of night? How were you driving? What kind of woods? How did
the car look?) In the road ahead of us we saw a huge fox running.
c
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(How could he be seen? What color was he? What was he doing and
how was he doing it?) V/hen he saw us he gave one bound and dis-
appeared. (What kind of bound? In v/hat manner did he disappear?)

CHAPTER VIII
THE UNIT—LETTER WRITING
(Tentative time—3 weeks)
Statement of the unit ,— We all feel the need of letter writing no
matter how we make our daily living. Friendly letters, informal notes,
and simple business letters are written at some time by all of us.
Friendly letters may be newsy letters to friends or members of our
family; business letters may be limited to such simple types as ordering
from a catalog or asking for information on hotel rates. There are
definite accepted forms for these letters, however, and one who knows
these forms need never feel hesitation when the need arises for writing
one.
Delimitation of the unit .
—
1. Heading.
a. Heading must contain the name of the city, town, or village, street,
and the number of the house.
b. It should be placed in the upper right-hand corner of the first
page, and may take two or three lines. Date requires a separate
line always.
c. A comma is used only to separate the name of the city from the name
of the state, and the day of the month from the year. A period is
always used after an abbreviation.
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d. The block form is preferred to the indented but either is correct.
2. The inside address.
This is used only in a business letter and should be complete.
It is exactly what is on the envelope.
3. The salutation.
a. The salutation is your greeting to the person to whom you are
writing.
b. Its form depends upon your relation to the person to whom you are
writing.
(1) For formal business letters:
Gentlemen:.
Dear Sir:
(2) For letters to acquaintances or to distant relatives:
My dear Mr. Brown,
My dear Uncle George
,
(3) For letters to intimate friends or to near relatives:
Dear Jack,
My dear Pal,
Dearest Mother,
c. It should be placed on the line below the heading, at the left-
hand side of the page, and should begin at the margin.
d. The salutation should be followed by a comma in a friendly letter,
and by a colon in a business letter.
4. The body.
a. The body of the letter should contain everything needed for a clear
•
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understanding of the subject of the letter.
b. In beginning your letter avoid all such formal expressions such as,
I am feeling fine and hope you are the same
,
or Sorry I haven't
written sooner but I have been too busy
.
(Allow children to pick
from a list on the board those beginnings which are best.)
c. In business letters, be sure paragraphs are short, and each one
should deal with a single item.
Complimentary close.
a. The complimentary close shows the degree of regard in which you
hold the person to whom you are writing:
(1) For formal business letters:
Very truly yours,
Yours truly,
(2) For letters to acquaintances or to distant relatives:
Sincerely yours,
With best wishes,
(3) For letters to intimate friends or near relatives:
As ever yours,
Your old friend,
Affectionately yours,
b. It should begin about the middle of the letter sheet and may be
followed by a comma.
c. The first word of the complimentary close should always begin with
a capital letter.
d. No abbreviations should be used.
•
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e. Do not end with a particular phrase such as, Hoping to hear from
you soon, I remain
,
as this makes a very weak ending.
6. The signature.
a. The name of the writer should be written clearly and legibly.
b. A letter should never be signed with initials only.
c. Single women should sign (Miss) Sue Smith; a married woman Mary
0. Smith (Mrs. John F. )
.
7. The envelope.
a. Ink should always be used.
b. The block form is preferred.
c. Write plainly the name of the person addressed, the street and
number, the post office, and the state.
d. The name of the person addressed should be placed in the middle of
the envelope leaving an even amount of space to the left and right.
e. The name and address of the sender should be placed in the upper
left-hand corner.
f. Beware of using a too small envelope as it is apt to become lost
in the mails.
g. Government-stamped envelopes should be used for business letters
only.
8. Stationery.
a. The best practice is to use white or light-colored paper.
b. For business letters single letter sheets should be used and the
message should be written on one side only.
c. For personal letters single letter sheets smaller than typewriting
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sheets or one double sheet may be used, depending on the formali-
ty of the letter.
d. For brief notes or informal replies small double sheets should be
used.
9. Diagram for a friendly letter.
6723 Warren Avenue
Brockton, Maine
April 6, 1940
Dear Anne,
Your friend,
Mary Smith
10. Diagram for a business letter.
1623 Main Street
Hock, Massachusetts
April 16, 1940
The Macmillan Company
1326 Tremont Street
St. Paul, Minnesota
Gent lemen:
Very truly yours,
John G. Smith
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Introduotion .— You may never write an essay after you leave school
but you surely will have to write letters. You will wish to make them
correct in form and punctuation, for your success in business may depend
upon your ability to write a letter. Sometimes a letter is called a
"visit on paper." We might divide our visit into six distinct parts:
The heading
—
Whence we come and when we come.
The inside address (used in business letters only)
—
Whom we visit and where we visit.
Salutation
—
Greeting.
Body of letter
—
Object of visit.
Complimentary close-
Saying goodbye.
Signature
—
Final handshake.
Suppose some far away relative wrote to invite you to spend your
vacation with her. Perhaps you would wish to go by train, by boat,
automobile, or even by airplane. We will need to write several letters
preparing for this trip. What necessary letters do you think we should
know how to write? (Possible list given by class will include letters
to agencies, to stores to order articles of clothing or to return an
order incorrectly filled, to your hostess accepting her invitation, to
friend and family to tell of trip and many others. In this way the
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class is prepared for the study of letters and sees a reason for the
careful study of each type.)
Core activities .
—
Letter 1. Letters of invitation.
An informal letter of invitation written to the pupil (by himself)
inviting him to spend his vacation with a friend or relative who lives
in a different part of the country. Be sure the letter states when he
is expected and for how long. It should also suggest possible activities
in which he may engage; this will help determine the wardrobe he will
need for his trip.
Letter 2. Informal acceptance.
This should be an informal answer to letter 1 accepting the invita-
tion. Repeat definitely the time of the visit. State exactly how you
are coming and whether or not you will need to be met.
Letter 3. Informal regrets.
This may be an answer to letter 1 sending regrets. Be sure your
answer tells how sorry you are not to be able to accept and that your
reasons for so doing are clearly given. You would not want your reasons
to be misunderstood.
Letter 4. Letter of inquiry.
This may be a letter inquiry concerning accommodations for your
trip. Give the agent specific information in order that he can suggest
the best schedule. (Bring out the fact that a more comfortable and
better planned trip will follow if plans are left to a travel agent.
Steamship and railroad lines will furnish interesting and instructive
rc
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materials.
)
Letter 5. Letter ordering something.
Write a letter to the agent you have selected ordering your accom-
modations. State clearly the date you plan to leave and the time, type
of accommodations desired, and between what places you intend traveling.
Be sure to send a money order to cover cost.
Letter 6. Friendly letter.
Write a friendly letter en route to your destination. Tell about
little unusual things you are seeing that will interest those at home.
Make your letter interesting by telling enough to make what you are
seeing reproduce itself for your readers.
Letter 7. Friendly letters.
Write a newsy letter to your family. Make it a chat on paper.
Develop two or three centers of interest in detail. Use vivid word
pictures to help your readers to share each event. Be sure your letter
is cheerful, full of fun.
Letter 8. Thank-you letter.
Write a bread-and-butter letter to give to your hostess and her
mother. Be sure your letter makes her feel that you thoroughly enjoyed
your visit. Comment on those good times which you enjoyed most. Tell
her of your trip home and of your reception by her family.
Core activity for letter trip .— I have tried this activity this
year and have found it exceedingly successful. Each class member takes
a so-called "letter trip." He decides on his destination which could be
anywhere in the world and for any reason. We then listed on the board
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what letters lie would absolutely have to write for his trip to be possi-
ble; these comprised our core activities. The others were all extra.
Those we decided on for core activities were:
Optional activities for a letter trip . With this letter trip the
class decided that the optional work could take the form of extra letters,
pictures of scenes, activities, wardrobe, etc.
Optional Letters
Letter 1. Formal invitation.
Write a formal invitation using third person. This may be an invita-
tion sent by your hostess to her friends to attend a reception to meet
you.
Letter 2. Formal acceptance.
Answer the above letter. Be sure to use the third person.
Letter 3. Formal regret.
Be brief. Write a formal answer to letter 1. Follow the form of
the invitation. No reason should be given.
Letter 4. Ordering from an advertisement.
Write a letter to a store ordering several articles of clothing or
luggage advertised in a newspaper. Be definite as to style, size, color,
and amount. Use money order. Enclose advertisement. Use a separate
line for each article ordered.
Letter 5. Letter of complaint.
Write letter returning because of an error an article purchased
to the store from which it was ordered. Be courteous. Be sure to state
wherein the error occurs and repeat the original order.
(c
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Letter 6.
Send a telegram to your family announcing your safe arrival or to your
friend announcing your time of arrival.
Activity 7. Extra letters.
These may be news letters home telling your family or friends about
what you are doing and seeing. National Geographies will help give you
information about any locality.
Activity 8.
Arrange your letters in notebook form. Make an attractive cover.
Activity 9.
Add to your notebook pictures of equipment ordered, wardrobe taken,
scenes visited, etc.
Activity 10.
Add to your booklet any booklets from travel agencies or postcards
from localities visited.
Activity 11.
Read and report on any one:
Theodore Roosevelt
—
Letters to His Children
Lewis Carroll
—
Selections from Letters to Eis Child Friends
Julia C. Harris--The Life and Letters of Joel Chandler Harris
Stella Center, Anna Chittendon
—
Books of Letters for Young
People
Elizabeth Olson, Anna Chittendon
—
Children's Letters
Eva March Tappan
—
Letters of Colonial Children
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If the teacher finds that her class does not seem enthusiastic over
this method of teaching letters and letter writing, she may, of course,
develop the usual type of core activities with as many optional activi-
ties as possible.
Example of core activity.
1. Name and explain the parts of a friendly letter. Explain the
sixth part always included in a business letter.
Example of optional activity.
1. Assuming the role of a popular athlete send a friend tickets
to a coming athletic event and invite him to attend.
Mastery Test I—Friendly Letter .
—
Arthur Jones, who lives at 693 Hunt Street, Minneapolis , Minne-
sota, writes a note to his pal John Jones, who lives at 360 Center
Street, Brockton, Massachusetts, asking him to meet him at camp in July.
Vfrite the letter and address the envelope. Use today's date.
Mastery Test II .— 7/rite the following addresses and headings
correctly.
1. 932 lincoln road 2. general e b brown
saint louis missouri 218 east fourth street
dr 1 e stewart frankfort kentucky
3. roosevelt boulevard 4. austin texas
Philadelphia Pennsylvania June 30 1940
miss rose abel 183 johnson drive
5. may 17 1940
24 first street
byron maine
rc
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Mastery Test III .
—
1. The heading of a business letter includes
.
2. Open punctuation in the heading and inside address means
3. Closed punctuation means
i
4. The inside address should be complete because
.
5. After the salutation of a friendly letter place a .
6. After the salutation of a business letter use a .
7. In business letters use as salutation .
8. In writing addresses in the body of the letter, or in listing arti-
cles in the body of the letter write them .
9. Only the of the complimentary close begins with a
capital.
10. After the complimentary close place a
.
11. Block style means
.
12. Indented style means
.
Mastery Test IV .— (Business letters) Cross out incorrect answer.
1. If a printed letterhead is used the date (is, is not) necessary.
2. The order of the heading is (date, state, city, date, street).
3. The name (should, should not) be included in an inside address.
4. The body of a business letter should be (brief and definite, long
and chatty)
.
5. The writer (should, should not) use complete statements.
6. An unmarried woman signes her name (Miss Mary Brown, (Miss) Mary
Brown)
.
7. A married woman signs her name (Mrs. John F. Williams, (Mrs.)
Mary Dix Williams, Mary Dix Williams (Mrs. John F. )
.
(
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8. A correct complimentary closing is (Yours Very Truly, Yours very
truly, respectively).
9. One (must, must not) be consistent in using open or closed punctua-
tion and blocked or diagonal style throughout the letter.
10. Courtesy is (as necessary, not as necessary) in a business letter as
in a friendly letter.
Note: An analysis of recent English books in the light of their value
to this course of study will be found in the Appendix.
(
CHAPTER IX
LITERATURE
1. Definition and Aims
Definition .— Literature, in school, is a study which provides ex-
tensive opportunity for the understanding, appreciation, and enjoyment
of written material suited to the comprehension of the adolescent and
needed for his growth.
Aims for the teacher .--
(1) To provide experiences in literature primarily for the enjoyment
of the pupil.
(2) To cultivate habits and tastes in reading which will last and
grow throughout life.
(3) To extend the range of the student's interests and understandings
beyond the confines of his immediate environment.
(4) To develop discrimination in the selection of books, magazines,
and newspapers needed for personal growth and enjoyment.
(5) To acquaint the pupil with the best of that body of existing
literature which lies within his comprehension.
(6) To foster a love for reading for the enrichment of his personal-
ity, a deepening of his understanding, and a heightening of his enjoyment.
(7) To develop skill in using the tools of literature to facilitate
his understanding and simplify his securing of books.
-144-
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Aims for the pupil .
—
(1) To enjoy reading for personal entertainment, for information,
for understanding and inspiration.
(2) To distinguish between the good and the indifferent in litera-
ture.
(5) To engage in extensive personal activity in the exploration,
reading, and discussion of books.
(4) To become skillful in the use of the tools for the study of
literature.
of stories, plays, poems, essays, and books of information or discussion
should make up the literature curriculum. To do this we must first
choose which experiences would best suit the present needs and interests
of our pupils. One center of interest has been selected for each term
of the year. Under these centers will be grouped related units of read-
ings. The centers selected are: Understanding One Another, The World
We Live In, Lives Worth Living, and Adventures, Near and Far. Sugges-
tions are given below for units under the selected centers of interest.
Understanding One Another The World We Live In
2. Literature Grouped under Core Headings
Gore headings explained .— Experiences through literature by means
Everyday Boys and Girls Animal Adventures
People Around Us Current Topics
School and Sports Stories Travel Stories
Home and Family Life Inventions, Discoveries
r
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Lives Worth Living Adventure, Near and Far
Brave Men and Women Fairy Tales, Myths, Legend
Pioneers of Yesterday and Today Mystery and Danger
Famous People Travels
3. Procedure for a Literature Unit
Statement of the unit .— This is an explanation of what the child
is expected to gain from the unit and should be stated in short, declara
tive sentences.
Delimitation .— If a basic text is used, this will consist of a
summary of the narrative itself with its setting and background. Also,
here will be found a list of the other learning products which it is
hoped that the child will gain from the study.
References .— If the material used comes from several books, the
name of the selections and the books in which they are found will be
listed in place of the narrative listed above.
Motivation .— This will introduce the unit arousing the interest
of the pupils through any means the teacher sees fit to use, providing
no artificial situation is created.
Exploratory test .— A test of this type is usually given after
the conversational approach designed to arouse the interest of the
pupils. The test may be made out to measure any or all of the follow-
ing:
(1) How much of the approach to the unit the pupil has assimilated.
(2) How much previous knowledge he has of the work that will be
covered in the unit.
f(
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(3) How wide his present vocabulary is in regards to this unit.
It is not recommended that this test be graded. It is a test to find out
what is already known and what there is to be learned.
Study guide sheets .— Core activity and study guide sheets. Under
this phase of the work are placed definitely stated guided activities and
questions which are required according to the capacities of the individual
learners. Here is where all teaching will take place. The pupils will
also work a great deal on their own.
Optional related activities .— Here the teacher will provide activi-
ties and related readings. The pupils may choose those in which they are
interested thereby providing for a wide range of pupil ability and in-
terest.
Pooling of experiences .— Individuals and groups will pool their
findings and share their experiences with the rest of the class. These
might be in the form of booklets, exhibits, dramatizations, oral reports,
audience reading, and like activities.
Mastery tests.— These are tests which objectively test for the de-
sired outcomes. Among tests considered best for this are the completion,
association or matching, multiple choice, and essay-type. At least 75
to 100 items should be included.
References and materials used .— These should be listed definitely
under title, author, page, or location. If any other type of material
is used, maps, charts, pictures and the like, it should also be listed.
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CHAPTER I
TEE UNIT—LEARNING ABOUT AMERICA THROUGH BOOKS
(Tentative time—about 4 weeks)
Statement of the unit .— In these days of unrest abroad many
grown-ups are beginning to realize that we live in a wonderful country,
America. In order to fully realize the worth of this great country of
ours we must know something about how it grew and developed—something
about life here when America was young. Tfe will then be able, through
comparison with the America we know today to better appreciate its
worth. We must also realize what a large country it is and how life
and customs are fundamentally the same in each section even though we
might find differences in accent or customs.
Delimitation of the unit .
—
1. To be intelligent we must know that there are many Americans living
in this huge country of ours. We should know something about how
the typical American feels, thinks, and acts.
2. Since we cannot all afford to travel over our land and talk with real
Americans we might try a book journey which would take us into any
or all parts of the United States.
3. By reading books about America many years ago we will see the diffi-
culties of transportation and its growth, the growth in communica-
tion, hardships of the early settlers in providing for food, clothing,
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shelter, and education.
4. We shall find, by selecting stories of typical people in the South,
in New England, in the Middle West, the Southwest, and the Far West
how America has changed through the years as well as discover what
kind of people helped her to grow.
5. Since we live here in New England and are most interested in our own
section we might begin to read the narrative poem "The Courtship of
Mies Standish" for the story of early America and the historic set-
tlement that to us means the beginning of a great nation.
6. You will then select from your bibliography or from any books recom-
mended by Miss Battles, the librarian, stories of New England today
from which to draw the comparisons.
7. Each child will then choose whatever section of the United States he
thinks he will most enjoy visiting by books and will read as much as
possible about that section during its early years as well as its
more recent life.
8. The class will be encouraged to talk over its travels and to compare
notes on growth of various sections, life typical to certain sections,
people who gave reason for being remembered by the inhabitants.
9. It is to be hoped that when the class has finished this particular
unit of work that its members will all have a greater appreciation
and love for their own country with very definite reasons for so
feeling.
Introduction .-- I wonder how many of you boys and girls really
realize what a wonderful country this is in which you live. Perhaps
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you never even have given it a thought. How many of you have heard
your parents tell of happenings in "the old country"—happenings that
seemed almost impossible to you and which you would never want to go
through? Could you tell me any of these? What about schooling? Liv-
ing conditions are not what they are here. Do you know anything about
them? Have your parents spoken of the difficulty of getting a living,
about running water, foods that you have every day? There are so many
things that you look upon as being only what you should have that your
parents never had before coming to imerica.
Just think of journeying in the old days. Why were all the settle-
ments along the coast for so long? How much our world has developed.
High-speed trains cross the country in a few days; planes cross in even
a shorter time; news is received almost as soon as it happens.
Perhaps you don't realize just how large the United States is.
It's only 542 miles from Paris to Berlin, 754 miles from Berlin to
Rome—none of these equals the distance from Chicago to Denver, Colo-
rado. What a difference in safety and security over here though.
In order to better understand the remarkable country in which we
live, we should know how living was in the early beginnings of our
country. Then we can see how much better off we are than boys and
girls used to be. The best picture of the Puritans that we can find in
literature is that story by Longfellow— "The Courtship of Miles Stand-
ish." Remember the story of John Alden and Priscilla? the Mayflower?
the Plymouth colony in Puritan days?
You may choose any book or group of short stories or poems that
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will tell about this same section of the United States today. Then you
will be given a choice of spending your reading time in any section of
the country that you wish. You will be expected to read about early
times in that section and then stories of today there.
At the end of the unit you will all pool your findings so that we
can have a complete picture of Early America and of Modern America.
National Geographies will help you.
The setting and background of the poem .— At this time the revolt
in England came from the pomp and richness in England. Commerce and
trade spread wealth throughout the land. All in all, the country
flourished and its worldliness increased.
Naturally, this worldliness found its way into the church. This
richness and elaborate ceremony aroused the disapproval of a group of
people who wanted to purify the church of this richness and who called
themselves Puritans. These Puritans set about to reform the estab-
lished church, but persecution followed in their footsteps. Finally a
number of them separated from the church and moved to Holland where
they might pursue their religious preferences in freedom and peace.
But even in Holland, they remained loyal Englishmen with English
customs and speech. Thus, as the years went by and they saw their
children becoming more Dutch than English, they decided to come to the
new world and set up a colony of their own. Agents sent to England
arranged transportation; the King signed a patent authorizing them to
establish a plantation on the Hudson River; and the Layflower set sail
with 100 passengers on September 6, 1620. v?hen they landed at Plymouth
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on December 22nd after a very stormy passage, .American history opened
one of its most important chapters.
Soon after landing, they erected a log cabin 20' square in which
the community lived. Then the colonists were grouped by families , the
lots measured off and assigned to each. After that first winter one-
half of them were dead. They buried the dead and the ground was sown
with grain so that the Indians couldn't know how many had died.
The Indians didn't bother them for a long time. Massasoit's
league of friendship kept for 50 years. The conspiracy mentioned in
the poem was quickly put down by Miles Standish. These plucky Pilgrims
never lost their faith, never forgot to be thankful for all that had
been given them. They helped found a nation.
Longfellow himself was descended from John Alden and Priscilla.
Study and activity guide—"The Courtship of Miles Standish," by
Eenry Wadsworth Longfellow .
—
I. Miles Standish
This is the situation at the beginning of the story: It is
the close of that first terrible winter. Spring has set in. The
air is still frosty and a cold gray mist hangs over the landscape.
The story opens in the home of two of the most important people in
our tale. A young man is sitting writing while a soldierly-looking
man strides up and down.
1. Describe the two companions.
2. What is the special pride of Miles Standish?
3. What is the special talent of the younger man?
<
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4. Who was Rose Standish? Why does the thought of her make the
Captain sad?
5. Do you think his three books are fitting to the type of man he
seems to be?
6. How does the poet introduce Priscilla? What characters have we
so far? Can you guess what might happen?
II. Love and Friendship
The Captain is gradually leading up to something. Notice how
he talks around until he comes to the point. Watch what happens.
1. What abilities of Caesar did Standish admire?
2. Of what adage or saying is he particularly fond?
3. How does the young man show deep respect and friendship for the
Captain? Find the two lines which show this best.
4. What thoughts did the Captain tell John?
5. How does John cover his dismay?
6. What arguments finally win John over?
III. The Lover's Errand
John feels very much upset as he heads toward Priscilla' s home.
In his thoughts and words we catch our first picture of her.
1. 7fhat beauties does he pass on the way?
2. What is he thinking of when he sees the newly-built home?
3. Describe the scene as Priscilla sits and spins.
4. How does she greet her guest?
5. Why do you think she is lonely?
6. How does John take advantage of this part of the conversation
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to tell her his message?
7. What are her reasons for refusing?
Notice how John, through his friendship for the Captain draws a
wonderful picture of his rival. Priscilla, because she loves John,
thinks it fine of him to be so generous. What do you think of her
answer?
IV. John Alden
John is much disturbed. He has failed the Captain and still he
is glad to know that Priscilla doesn't love the Captain. He is com-
forted by a decision.
1. What sight at sea decides his action?
2. Was John justified in his thinking that this incident would end
their friendship?
3. What interrupts the angry scene between them?
4. Was it a fortunate or an unfortunate interruption?
5. If the Captain had stayed, might they have made up immediately?
6. Was Standish in the right mood to answer the war challenge of
the Indians?
7. Describe the council meeting.
V. The Sailing of the Mayflower.
At dawn the Captain and his men marched north from Plymouth to
meet the red men. The Mayflower is in the bay ready to sail back to
England. Morning prayer over, the colonists flock to the shore to
wave goodby to the gallant ship, their last link of communication
with England. John arrives first.
i
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1. What happened in the Captain's cabin the previous night?
2. How did the friends part, the one to war, the other with the in-
tention of returning to England?
3. How many Puritans went back?
4. What made John change his plan?
5. Could you describe a particularly beautiful scene in this part
of the story?
VI. Priscilla
John watches the boat sail away and muses of the things that
have passed, and most of all of Priscilla. He turns and finds her
beside him.
1. What apology has she to offer?
2. Do they agree on the one to blame?
3. How much does John tell Priscilla of what happened between him
and the Captain?
4. Has Priscilla a sense of humor? Why? Did you like this part of
the story?
VII. The March of Miles Standish
Miles Standish is now on the path of the Indians. He is still
angry at what he considers John's "betrayal." What thought finally
stops his recital of his "wrong"?
1. What do the soldiers find at the Indian encampment?
2. Write an account of the battle.
3. Who was Hobomok and why was he interested in the white man's
victory?
(•
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4. Was Priscilla pleased with the trophy of war nailed to the
fortress?
5. How did she connect it with Miles Standish?
VIII. The Spinning Wheel
Spring and autumn are passed. There is a peaceful buzzing
—
building, harvesting, fishing, and hunting. The Captain still
moves among the Indians still angry, but feeling a little sorry
for his violent anger at John.
1. How is John faring?
£. Describe his new house.
3. Where does the path through the woods often lead him?
4. How does he constantly think of Priscilla?
5. What interrupted the quiet scene?
DC. The Wedding Day
1. 7/hy does M the bridegroom blench, the bride grow pale"?
2. What lines tell you that the Captain purposely waited until
after the ceremony before appearing?
3. How does he assure John of increased friendship and Priscilla
of his good will?
4. What adages does he quote to prove his sincerity?
5. Why are the people so very glad to see him?
6. What does he laughingly declare is preferable to coming thus
invited to a wedding?
Optional related activities (on Miles Standish).
—
I. Find in the story all the descriptive phrases you can for Priscilla,
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for John Alden, for Miles Standish. Write a paragraph description
of each character from the phrases you found.
2. What character did you really like best? Ask yourself: What do I
really think of Priscilla (or John Alden or Miles Standish) as a
person? Would I enjoy meeting her (or him)? What would I think of
this character if he or she were one of my everyday friends?
3. Do a little research on Pilgrim days and write an account of:
The First Thanksgiving
The Indians in New England
The Mayflower
4. Try a short story or play on one of these ideas:
At Home in Plymouth, 1622
If I Had Been a Puritan in 1600
The First Winter in America
Puritan Customs and Ideals
5. Find or draw pictures representing various scenes, lines, or charac-
ters from the poem. Make a notebook of these copying beneath the
picture the lines from the poem represented by it.
6. Bring to class for the bulletin board pictures of the Mayflower,
of men and women of these times, of Plymouth Rock.
7. Plan to dramatize each part of the poem. Select your characters and
lines.
S. Construct your ilea of the way the colony looked during that first
winter before the family homes were built.
7/hat other ideas have you to add to these?
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In your other reading of New Sngland life, or life in the north-
eastern section of the United States bear in mind living conditions in
these times. How did this part of the country develop? What was the
reason for its so developing? Here are a few ideas for comparisons:
School life
What were the essential differences? What advances have been
made? What would a little Puritan think of your school?
Conveniences
What are some of the most conspicuous improvements that have
been made? Do you think any of these spoiled the fun of liv-
ing?
Fun
Were the possibilities for fun greater then? Compare the lot
of a boy or girl of today with any boy or girl of those times.
Want to change?
Optional related activities (for extra reading).
—
1. Write letters to me from the various parts of the country through
which you are traveling. Tell me some of the interesting sights you
are seeing. Do the boys and girls there seem different from you?
Perhaps a little local history would be interesting to know.
2. Prepare a lecture on one of these sections to give before the class.
3. liake an annotated list of all the books and stories that you are
reading.
4. Prepare playlets with a group of your classmates on one or more of
your books.
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5. Plot your progress across the country on your own individual map.
Keep the wall map up to date.
6. Prepare a treasure hunt for the class.
Example:
Treasure—Tragedy in the graveyard.
Clue—An oath written on a clean pine shingle and signed
in blood. (Tom Sawyer )
7. Build for exhibition samples of types of shelter used in various
sections of our country during the pioneer days.
8. Make a collection of songs typical to any one section.
Test—cowboy South—Negro
9. Draw up a comparison of education then and now.
10. Illustrate typical costumes worn in any one section.
11. If you are particularly fond of poetry make a collection, original
or copied, of those poems that you consider typical of various
parts of our country.
12. Make a biography notebook of those whose courage you feel may have
helped the growth of America. Write a short biographical paragraph
on each. Tell what courage each showed.
13. List those obstacles which stood in the way of the conquerors of
this wilderness. Explain how these were overcome, if you can.
14. List the qualities you 1±Link men and women must possess to over-
come obstacles.
15. Compare present-day exploration, in the polar regions or in the
tropics and elsewhere, with early explorations like those of
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Daniel Boone. What differences do you find? What similarities?
16. Make up your own committee to show slides on your tour through the
United States. Bring out the advantages that you feel are here.
17. Imagine yourself an announcer on a sight-seeing bus going through
any section of the country that you choose to visit. Briefly com-
ment on the spots of interest as you pass them.
18. Prepare a moving picture scenario on "The Courtship of Miles Stand-
ish" or any of your books.
19. Prepare a booklet on "Interesting and Little-Known Facts About
Authors of New England" (or any section).
20. Write a brief descriptive paragraph on each sport typical of any
section.
21. What sports leaders came from various sections of the United States?
22. Where did various men important to us in government today come from?
In science? In industry?
23. In what fields of invention, science, industry does the United States
play a leading part?
24. Prepare a talk on "Following the Indian Trails." You may exhibit
any handwork that you have done.
25. Trace through books or pictures the growth of communication, of
transportation.
26. Write a paragraph telling what points about the early life in your
particular section you have found in your reading. Follow these
guides:
a. Houses were not at all like ours.
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b. It was quite an event traveling in those days.
c. Those were the days of real 3port.
d. Life was not as safe then as it is now.
e. I would trade my school any day for one back there.
f. Women, in those days, couldn't run out to the corner store.
g. In those days every man had a job.
List of readings for pupil's use ,— These stories are to be found
in your regular readers.
American Life—Poens and Stories
The Santa Fe Trail
Coaly Bay, the Outlaw Horse
Bill Peters
Where the Buffalo s Begin
The Flower-fed Buffalo
s
Koyo, the Singer
A Cub Pilot
The High Rigger
Paul Bunyan Stories
Old Sphraim
On the Oregon Trail
Going to School in Iowa in 1871
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow
Jane Addams
One Minute Longer
The Snaring of Scarlet Feather
Middle West
West
Middle West
Northeast
Middle West
tt
Northeast

Charles Lindbergh
The Flags of Fifth Avenue
The Ways of the Chipmunk
Thomas A. Edison
Running for President
Boy of Old Manhattan
Christmas on the Plantation
Tom Sawyer
How Potts Saved the Night Express
The Freshman Fullback
Red Sorcery
Cowboys of the Skies
The Ride of Paul Revere
Don* t Die on Third
The Hercules of the Harvest Field
The House by the Side of the Road
Daniel Boone
Tall Men
Tamps Robins
Becky* s Christmas Turkey
The Ransom of Red Chief
Eli Whitney
The Blackfeet Indians
31ack Feet
Middle 7/est
Northeast
Ohio
Anywhere in the
United States
Northeast
Virginia
Missouri
Middle TTest
New England
Southwest
New York City
Massachusetts
New England
Virginia
New England
Kentucky
South
Kentucky
South
Massachusetts
Middle West
Kentucky
€
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A One-man Capture New York
Our Lady of the Red Cross General
Story of a Bad Boy New England
Roads of the Air North
Timothy New England
c^ppy "
Buffalo Bill West
Look for others.
Stories Recommended for Reading
Pool of Stars—Cornelia Meigs
Betsy helps a neighbor boy solve the mystery of a ruined
house.
Silver Shell—Mary Chase
There was magic in the silver shell, Judith felt sure.
This story takes place on the Maine coast.
Robin Hollow—Edna Brown
Sally and Sandy Brown keep house in Vermont.
Rip Van Winkle—Washington Irving
Rip slept twenty years and awoke quite bewildered at the
changes he found.
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm—Kate Douglas Wiggin
Rebecca Randall goes to live with two maiden aunts.
Story of a Bad Boy—Thomas Bailey Aldrich
A New England boy and his playmates make life as exciting
as possible.
i
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Two Little Confederates—Thomas Page
Two boys, left on a Virginia plantation during the Civil
War hunt deserters, capture a chicken thief, and bring comfort
to a dying Yankee.
Understood Betsy
—
Porothy Canfield
A Vermont farm story.
White Leader—Constance Skinner
This is the story of Tennessee after the Revolutionary War.
Jinglebob—Philip Rollins
Jinglebob is a cowpuncher and the best rider in Montana.
John Baring's House—Elsie Singmaster
When Elizabeth and Herbert Scott move to Gettysburg they
find a mystery hanging over their grandfather's house.
Legend of Sleepy Hollow—Washington Irving
To this day signposts in the little village of Sleepy
Hollow bear the picture of the headless horseman who dashed
across the bridge in front of Ichabod.
Little Men—Louisa Alcott
Jo's Little Men wrestled, slid down banisters, had pillow
fights, and remembered their table manners every day except
Saturday
.
Little Women—Louisa Alcott
What happened in the daily lives of Meg, Jo, Beth, and
Amy in the old home near Concord will make you laugh and sigh
and laugh again.
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Longshanks—Stephen Header
Tod, on his way to New Orleans, is thrown overboard. He
manages to swim to a flatboat on which Abe Lincoln is making
his first trip down the Mississippi.
Master of Strong Hearts—Eldridge Brooks
Jack Huntington dreamed that some day he would stand in
need of similar aid when he rescued a dazed Indian from some
white boys.
Meredith* s Ann—Elizabeth Gray
When the three Bradleys went to the cabin in the White
Mountains they met Meredith's Ann, an orphan girl.
Merrylips—Beulah Dix
Merrylips hated being a girl, but when one of her brothers
took her disguised as a page with the army cavaliers, she
learned that there were disadvantages to being a lad.
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch
—
Alice Rice
The Cabbage Patch is a straggling collection of shanties
along the railroad tracks in a Kentucky town.
Mother Carey's Chickens—Kate Douglas Wiggin
Mother Carey, sympathetic and understanding, spreads her
wings to protect seven children.
Old-Fashioned Girl—Louisa Alcott
This is the story of Polly Milton's first visit in the
city.
Penrod: His Complete Story—Booth Tarkington
gG
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Penrod, his dog, and his friends stir up fun for them-
selves and trouble for everyone else.
Peterkin Papers—Lucretia Hale
The Lady from Philadelphia is kept busy extricating the
Peterkin family from the nonsensical situations they created.
Alarnia—Helen Crew
Alanna, the Irish girl, found friends and happiness in
America.
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn—Mark Twain
Huck drifts down the Mississippi but finds adventures
coming thick and fast.
Adventures of Tom Sawyer—Mark Twain
Tom and Huck have exciting times playing pirate and rob-
ber, but searching for Injun Joe and the hidden treasure gives
them real adventure.
3etty Leicester—Sara Jewett
In an elm-shadowed village of New England Betty spends a
happy summer.
Boy At Gettysburg—Elsie Singmaster
Taunted because he refused to fight, young Carl is wounded
performing an act of mercy requiring more courage than shoulder
ing a gun.
Calico Bush—Rachel Field
This New England story takes place in Maine.
Downright Dency—Caroline Snedeker
(Q
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In the small fishing village of Nantucket a hundred years
ago, lived Dency Coffyn, a spirited fun- loving girl.
Jane's Island—Marjorie Allee
The scene of the story is Wood's Hole on Cape Cod.
Pioneer Stories
Andy Breaks Trail—Constance Skinner
Andy MacPhail, Silent Scot, Lachlan Douglas, and the agree-
able dog named Wolf have many adventures with the Lewis and
Clark expedition.
Beckoning Road—Caroline Snedeker
Downright Dency leaves Nantucket for pioneer life in New
Harmony, Indiana.
Becky Landers, Frontier Warrior—Constance Skinner
Even a girl may serve her country in time of need.
Boy Life on the Prairie—Hamlin Garland
Boy life on a farm in r/isconsin during the pioneer days
of the Middle Border meant hunting, fishing, cattle herding,
planting, and harvesting.
Down the Big River—Stephen Meader
Tom Lockwood has many adventures while traveling from
Philadelphia to Missouri during pioneer days.
Early Days in Ohio; a story of a pioneer—Everson and Pomer
Three children and their parents settle in the district
which became Cleveland. This story tells of their building
their log cabins and of hunting and trading with the Indians.
r
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Jumping-off Place—Marion McNeely
Homesteading in the Dakotas was no easy adventure.
On to Oregon—Honore Morrow
A thirteen-year-old boy leaves Missouri and follows the
Oregon Trail.
Indian Stories
Alison Blair—Gertrude Cronfield
During the French and Indian Wars Alison goes to America
to live. She is befriended by General Johnson, whose intimacy
with the Mohawks enables her to know many famous Indians.
Pueblo Boy—Cornelia Cannon
Tyami, a twelve-year-old boy, saved tribe by winning the
friendship of Coronado when he attacks the Pueblo Indians in
New Mexico.
Quest of the Fish Dog Skin—James Schultz
Stone Arrow, an aged Indian chieftain, who is convinced
that a fish dog skin will cure his ailment, offers a reward for
one.
Running Eagles—James Schultz
Running Sagle, an Indian girl of the Blackfoot tribe, is
able to do all the things Indian boys can do.
Star—The Story of an Indian Pony
Through Star's eyes we see the final struggle of the
Indians to retain their lands and to protect their buffalo
herds.
f0
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Waterless Mountain—Laura Armer
The desert, canyons, and mountains of Northern Arizona
are the setting of this story of a present-day Indian boy.
Tfith the Indians in the Rockies—James Schultz
Thomas Fox and the Indian boy, Pitmakan, are trapped
among hostile Indians.
From your state certificate reading list and the book catalogs
around the room you can find others to add to your list.

CHAPTER XI
THE UNIT—MYSTERY AND JUSTICE
(Tentative time—4 weeks)
Statement of the unit .— All children of seventh-grade age are ap-
preciative of stories dealing with danger and mystery. Tney like to
consider themselves "Junior G Men." The moving pictures "play up" this
idea. In everyday life most of us would hesitate about embarking on a
dangerous adventure, but we can safely do it by following book friends.
This unit provides reading with that sense of excitement and ever-present
danger. Then too, a criminal is caught.
Delimitation of the unit .--
The Narrative: Basic Text—"Desert Treasure"—Hefferman Richards Salisbury
Steve Hilyard is left an orphan with a small brother to support.
He has very little money but hopes to be able to live with cousins in the
Test. He prefers not taking Roddy with him until he is sure of a welcome,
so leaves Roddy with friends in Kentucky and sets out by stage for the
Mohave Desert.
Upon arriving at the ranch Steve finds his cousin acting strangely,
his aunt ill in the hospital, and the ranch evidently in the hands of a
man named Chase, the ranch foreman.
Chase, who controls the ranch and the money, is using the ranch as
a base for some illegal purpose of his own. His ranch hands are all of
-170-
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the same type and recognize only the authority of Chase.
Dan, Steve's cousin, plans with Steve to find out what Chase is up
to and to bring about his downfall. They also want to locate the gold
mine they are sure their grandfather located, but of which they have
found no record.
How the boys, in spite of all danger, helped by their three friends-
Sun Lee, the yellow man, Tecopah, the red man, and Judge Dyke, the white
man—find the lost mine, win back the ranch, and get Chase convicted of
smuggling Chinese into the United States from Mexico is a story of ex-
citement and thrills aplenty.
All ends happily with Steve and Roddy choosing Judge Dyke as a
guardian and living at the Hilyard ranch surrounded by their faithful
friends and relations.
Introduction .— Show desert pictures and those of gold rush
days.
Mastery test .
—
Test I. Check the right answer.
1. A traveler going to California from here must pass over the Sierra
Nevada Mountains or
a. the Mohave Desert.
b. the Sahara Desert.
c. the Great Plains Desert.
2. The pass through the San Bernadine Mountains is called
a. the Colorado Canyon.
b. the Mohave Pass.
fG
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c. Cajon Pass.
3. The old Spanish trail we know as the
a. Missionary Trail.
b. California Trail.
c. Santa Fe Trail.
4. Death Valley got its name from
a. the bones of animals found there by gold seekers.
b. the great heat in which no one could live.
c. the deaths of hurrying gold seekers, lost and dying from thirst
and starvation.
5. Kit Carson carried in his mail pouch the story of
a. a shorter route to California.
b. riches in furs and Chinese silks to be found there.
c. the discovery of gold in California.
6. Almost all deserts are found
a. in the tropical belt.
b. just north or south of the tropical belt.
c. in the arctic region.
7. Deserts are windy because
a. they are dry and have no trees to break the wind.
b. they are in the region of the trade winds.
c. the hot land causes air currents.
8. Deserts have little rainfall because
a. they are too far away from the ocean.
b. there is usually a range of mountains between them and the ocean.
t('
c. they are near the tropical belt.
9. The Mohave River
a. flows into the Colorado River.
b. sinks out of sight in the sand.
c. flows into the Pacific Ocean.
10. A canyon is
a. a steep, little valley.
b. a bridge across a gully.
c. a pass through the top of the mountain range.
11. A ghost town is a
a. deserted mining town.
b. place where people believe in ghosts.
c. place started so long ago no one knows who first lived there.
12. Playas were
a. places left when old lakes dried.
b. places made for landing airplanes.
c. oases in the desert.
15. A canteen is
a. a can in which to carry water.
b. a strong flashlight.
c. a knapsack for food.
14. Steve went west in a
a. train.
b. stage.
c . bus
.
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15. Steve was thinking about his old home in
a. Arizona.
b. Tennessee.
c. Kentucky.
16. Dan Junior lived
a. on a ranch.
b. at a gold mine.
c. in a ghost town.
17. Entering the state Steve had to stop
a. at a big cattle ranch.
b. at a grove of Cottonwood trees
c. at a government inspection station.
18. Steve was going to visit his
a. cousin.
b. grandfather.
c. Aunt Mary.
19. Calico Mountains were so named because
a. they were clear and sharp.
b. they were beautifully colored.
c. they were covered with trees and bushes.
20. Tecopah warned Steve against
a. Judge Dyke.
b. Steve's grandfather.
c . Chase
.
El. Chase told Steve
<
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a. that he was glad to welcome him.
b. that there was no work for him.
c. that he, Chase, gave orders and controlled the payroll at the
ranch
.
22. Dan's two terriers were named Bar and Daggy after
a. two close friends of Steve's.
b. the nearby mountain ranges.
c. the two nearest towns.
23. The ghost in the mine was
a. the watchman who was living there.
b. Judge Dyke who had been hurt.
c. a queer noise that no one could find.
24. The Indians who live on the desert call themselves
a. Blackfeet.
b. Sioux.
c. Mohave.
25. Prospectors are men who
a. provide food for gold seekers.
b. test ore brought in by miners.
c. seek gold and silver.
26. Judge Dyke offered to "stake" the boys if
a. they would give him a sensible plan for using it.
b. they would invest it wisely.
c. they would give it to Dan's mother.
27. For desert travel the boys wanted
c('
a. burros to carry packs.
b. good hiking shoes.
c. a special kind of automobile.
28. The hold Chase had on the ranch was that he held
a. the mortgage on the property.
b. the will made by grandfather.
c. unpaid bills signed for by Dan.
29. The grocery bills had all been paid by
a. Judge Dyke.
b. Chase.
c. Sun Lee.
30. Chase was getting messages by
a. special wigwagging.
b. messengers who came to the ranch.
c. a private radio.
31. When the train arrived the one most tired was
a. the engineer.
b. Roddy.
c. the conductor.
32. Roddy entered in a race
a. his pet bobcat.
b. his pet chipmunks.
c. his pet turtle Lulu.
33. Roddy, curious about Chase, took a trip
a. with Chase to see the desert.
<
b. with Tecopah to follow Chase.
c. in the trunk on Chase's car.
34. The notes of the grandfather's mine were found
a. by Tecopah when he rescued him.
b. by Roddy playing with grandfather's old clothes.
c. by Steve in an old room at the Ranch.
35. Roddy coaxed Lulu into winning
a. by prodding with a stick.
b. by calling pet names.
c. by showing a piece of lettuce.
36. Grandfather's strike was in the
a. Calico Mountains.
b. Clipper Mountains.
c. Barstow Village.
37. The will was found giving all the property he owned to
a. his wife.
b. his friends: Tecopah, Sun Lee, and Judge Dyke.
c. his three grandsons.
38. In the cabin found by the boys the only clue found was
a. letter from Chase.
b. plans for routes into California from Mexico.
c. a piece of paper with Chinese characters on it.
39. The boys covered their trail by
a. leaving the car and crawling to the cabin.
b. tying empty grain sacks around their feet.

c. wiping out their tracks as they went.
40. Sun Lee told the boys the "laundry list" they found
a. letter from Chase to a friend.
b. Chinese note about airplane travel.
c. letter about smuggling Chinese into America.
41. The boys recognized the hurt pilot as being
a. a former ranch employee.
b. a criminal.
c. a friend of their foreman, Chase.
42. In the plane they found
a. four men being smuggled in.
b. a frightened Chinese.
c. no one.
43. Dan recognized the plane as being
a. the one formerly owned by them.
b. one Chase bought.
c. one stolen from the government.
44. The boys finally located the mine
a. in Sandlapper.
b. by plane.
c. by following Tecopah.
45. Chase gave himself away by
a. threatening Judge Dyke.
b. going to the hospital to see the hurt pilot.
c. by heading east imnediately.
fr
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46. Chase was caught by
a. Judge Dyke at the hospital.
b. the sheriff who followed him to the cabin.
c. Tecopah, Sun Lee, and Roddy at the Ranch.
47. Chase wasn't able to get the message sent him by the pilot because
a. he was away from the Ranch.
b. Sun Lee was watching him.
c. Tecopah had destroyed his radio set.
48. Steve asked Judge Dyke to be his guardian because
a. his parents were dead.
b. he wanted a good lawyer.
c. he thought the Judge was rich and could help him.
49. On a large playa the boys found
a. Chase's automobile.
b. the wreck of a big airplane.
c. a dark blue monoplane.
50. Steve wrote a telegram to
a. Judge Dyke.
b. Sun Lee.
c. Chase.
Test IIA. Hatching test.
1. Steve's home
2. Dan's home
3. Riohave
4. Roddy
Anna
ranchhouse
terrier
Indian guide
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5. Steve's aunt
5. Bar
7. Sun Lee
8. Chase
9. Tecopah
10. Judge Dyke
Chinese cook
desert
ranch foreman
little brother
white man
Kentucky
conductor on train
cyclone
Test IIB.
1. red-haired and freckled ghost town
2. sly and cruel Sun Lee
3. beaming face and slant eyes Tecopah
4. thin sharp face, high nose, jutting Daggy
chin
5. demon horse Dan
6. eyes like a fish, patent leather hair mirage
7. pictures on sky made by bent rays cyclone
8. dry lakes playas
9. painted a lovely bright yellow with Lulu
the Chinese letters "good luck" stormy
in black
Test IIC.
"So you think you'd make a good broncho
buster, do you, greenhorn?"
"You plenty tough, like grandpapa."
Tecopah
Judge Dyke
(
"Open that gate! Cyclone and I am going places!"
"I'sy private quarters!"
"Watch out for that fellow."
"What would you do if I spent the extra money with
you?"
"I want to be a partner like you and Dan."
"Why you bring gun boy? he keep him,"
"Don't let them strike a knife into Chase!"
Completion Test. Fill in the blanks.
Steve went west in a from his home in
cousin . His cousin's ranch was located in the
near the towns of
_
and
_____
in the state of
aunt
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Sun Lee
Roddy
Chase
Sandlapper
Steve
Sheriff
Aunt Anna
to visit his
desert
. Steve's
was not at home; she was
in the hands of a cruel man named
He proved he could ride by riding
.
Steve found the ranch
who seemed to hate the Hilyards
successfully. His friend
fed him gingerbread. On his ride into the desert, Steve met
the red man who told him to beware of , and that he had three
good friends . The two cousins formed a partner-
ship to discover their grandfather's
.
They visited a deserted
mining town, called a and in a deserted mine found
This friend offered them if they could give him a good plan for
using it. First they planned to get a to travel on the desert,
,
and lastthen pay the bills, then pay for a ticket for
. Roddy'
s
pay the interest on the mortgage which was held by
pet turtle won a race. The boys discovered that Chase was
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getting messages by and put his out of order.
They fitted up the car, called and made ready to catch Chase.
Roddy found his grandfather's notes in an old
.
While hunting
the mine the boys found a built at the cage of a . To
cover their tracks they tied around their feet. In a dark cor-
ner, of the cabin they found a . In the mattress of a bunk they
finally found a sealed
.
It was written in . When Sun
Lee read the missive he said that it was a letter concerning of
into California.
When the boys went back they took with them. They found
an airplane whose was hurt. They took him to the hospital where
a close watch was kept to see if went to see him. Tecopah had
put the out of commission before leaving home. In the plane also
was one passenger a . Tecopah watched him while Steve took off
in the to find the mine.
They took the passenger and their find back to
_______
to file, then
went to the ranch to find held prisoner by Sun Lee, Tecopah, and
. was arrested. Steve and Roddy became the adopted sons
of .
Test IV. Vocabulary Matching Test.
A 1. range country Spanish word for roundup
2. corral dry country producing enough grass
to feed cattle and horses
3. lasso getting cattle off the range to
brand

4. bucking broncho
5. broncho busting
6. "cow horse"
7. brand
8. halter
9 . roundup
10. rodeo
1. traveler
2. uncomfortable
5. route
4. mission
5. favorite
6. interior
7. barren
8. immense
9. settlement
10. manufacture
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a horse trained to round up cattle
a fenced enclosure for horses or
cattle
a long rope with running noose for
catching cattle or horses
riding a wild horse until he gets
quiet
a mark burned with a hot iron
a rope with heals and all at one end
to hold a wild horse
a horse twisting and turning to throw
the rider from the saddle
dry, unfruitful
a place where religious teaching is
carried on
not at ease
a road or way from place to place
inland
a person who takes a trip
to produce by machinery
carrying goods or people from place
to place
regard with special favor
remote region where people have
settled
t
11. discovery huge, gigantic
12. exp erience a cold high wind with blind snow
13. torture knowledge
14. blizzard to cause to feel extreme pain
15. transportation the act of finding something
1. intersection to fade from sight
2. fracture a pilot of an airplane
3. unconscious a person who travels
4. disappear at last
5. aviator an airplane with one pair of wings
6. passenger a place of crossing
7. moccasin ordinarily
8. finally not aware of what is going on
9. usually a foot covering of soft leather
10. monoplane a break
1. file according to law
2. discover to accept or take as one's own
3. legal a person who has legal care of another
4. guardian a mark to be shot at
5. adopted one who travels in strange lands
6. prospector to lessen the courage of
7. a target to put legal papers on record
8. explorer to find
9. discouraged strong feeling
10. excitement one who explores for minerals
<r
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Study and activity guide .
—
L. Read Chapter Z, pages 3-7.
a. Steve was coming West in a (train, stage, bus).
b. The desert looked (dry, green, misty).
c. Steve was thinking about his old home in (Kentucky, Arizona).
d. He was coming to visit his (cousin, brother, grandfather).
e. Dan Junior lived on a (ranch, gold mine).
2. Read Chapter II, pages 8-16.
a. Will Chase ever get to like Steve?
b. Will Dan and Steve become good friends?
c. Do you think the "railbirds" will continue to think Steve a tender-
foot?
d. Will Sun Lee help Steve or Chase?
e. How do you think Steve will make out on Cyclone?
3. On pages 8 to 16 are many good picture words. Try to find the right
ones to fill the blanks.
a. the sun e. the cook
b. a fellow f . blue cotton trousers
c. hair g. the gingerbread
d. the smile h. Kentucky home
4. How many words can you think of for each of the words you used to fill
the blanks?
Example: the blinding sun
—
glaring, dazzling, bright, brilliant
5. Read Chapter III, pages 17-25.
a. What was Tecopah's warning to Steve?
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b. How might Sun Lee help?
c. In what way might Judge Dyke help?
d. How might Tecopah be the boys* friend?
e. What do you think is the mystery of Hilyard Ranch?
6. How carefully did you read 17-25?
a. What growing things did Steve see as he galloped over the desert?
(1) (3)
(a) (4)
b. What were some of the colors in the Calico Mountains?
(1) (3)
(2) (4)
c. What were the names of the three men who would be the boys' friends?
(1) (2) (3)
d. What were some things Steve saw in Dan*s workshop?
(1) (2) (3)
7. Head Chapter IV, pages 26-34. Choose the right endings for these
beginnings:
a. The ranch dining roam had a good smell
b. The Irish terrier Belle stood guard over grandpa,
c. The horses walked carefully
d. Steve's father flew a bomber
e. Grandpa was more interested in mining
f . In his will grandfather left his grandsons
g. Grandfather came to the desert
h. Dan thought grandfather had found a mine in
+
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i. Since grandfather was so careful, Dan thought
j. A mirage is made by bent light rays
Endings
a. in the World War. f . hitting layers of air of different
b. watching for badger holes. thickness.
c. from Kentucky forty years g. when he had the heart attack,
ago. h. he had left some notes.
d. of coffee and fried ham. i. the queer Clipper Range.
e. than he was of the cattle j. all his mining properties,
ranch.
8. Read pages 35-43, Chapter V.
a. What do dry lakes or playas tell us about this country?
b. Are there many ghost towns there?
c. If you don't believe in ghosts, what was making the noise?
9. Use the dictionary in the back of your book.
a. A jockey is
a young boy under eighteen.
a person who rides a horse in a race.
b. If Dan were defeated
he reached the rock before Steve,
he lost the race.
c. Playas were
places left when old lakes dried,
places made for landing airplanes.
d. An emergency landing field is one
•
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where a plane may land if in trouble,
where planes flying across country land,
e. A ghost town is
a deserted mining town.
a place where the people believe in ghosts.
10. Read Chapter VI, pages 44-53.
a. Do you think the boys were brave?
b. Was Judge Dyke generous to them?
c. For what four things did Dan want the money?
d. How did Judge Dyke advise the boys to prevent Chase from fore-
closing the mortgage?
11. Read Chapter VTI, pages 54-61. In your story find the right endings
for the following beginnings:
Beginnings
a. Sun Lee washed and cleaned and pressed
b. The judge climbed into his car
c. Sun Lee told Dan that
d. Sun Lee said that he would be
e. The judge wrote that he was always ready
f . The men who came to see Chase
g. Chase had a fine
h. The boys worked on Sandlapper
i. The big Indian helped the boys
j. Steve wished they were going prospecting
12. Read Chapter VTII, pages 62-69. Label true or false.
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a. Sun Lee decided for Roddy all questions of food, dress, conduct.
b. Life on the ranch was one long circus for Roddy.
c. The ranch crew disliked having a small boy around.
d. Shorty decided to teach Roddy to swim.
e. One of the men brought Roddy a turtle.
f. In spite of his efforts, Roddy never tamed the chipmunks.
g. Roddy was sweet-natured and never got angry.
h. Roddy asked Chase to take him riding.
i. The smuggled Chinese crawled into the trunk with Roddy,
j. The boys found out about Chase's game.
13. Read Chapter DC, pages 70-76.
a. Lulu was a ( ) turtle, ( ) chipmunk, ( ) goose.
b. The entire crew went to Barstow ( ) on horseback, ( ) on horse-
back and in the ranch car, ( ) in the ranch car.
c. Lulu sat on Roddy's knees in a ( ) carton, ( ) basket, ( ) tin
pail.
d. Roddy won ( ) one hundred dollars, ( ) two dollars and a half,
( ) three dollars.
e. Greased Lightning ( ) beat Lulu by a few feet, ( ) was defeated
by Lulu, ( ) pushed Lulu over on her back.
14. Read Chapter X, pages 86-96. Select one of the scenes below to il-
lustrate (words or picture).
a. Sandlapper standing in front of the house.
b. Steve and Dan finding Roddy asleep in the car.
c. The boys hauling nuggets from the old shaft.
fX
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15. Choose the proper endings for these beginnings:
a. Steve handed Dan a couple of
b. The cabin was built of
c. The door was held shut by
d. In a dark corner of the cabin stood a
e. The boys carefully searched
f . The envelope was opened and out came
g. Both boys stretched out in the shade and
h. The boys were silent thinking hard about
i. In the light from the lamp on Tecopah's table they saw
j. Sun Lee said that Wong Loon belonged to a
Optional related activities .
—
1. If you like to draw, make a notebook of your favorite characters
carrying out various parts of the story.
2. Can you write an interesting account of desert life? Pretend you are
lost there and tell of your experiences.
3. Look up the Mohave Indians. Prepare a report on them. Illustrate
your report wherever possible.
4. Make a collection of Indian songs or dances or customs.
5. Prepare an exhibit of various Indian costumes, homes, etc.
6. Read and report in any manner you like on the early prospectors.
7. If you like construction try a gold mine, a ghost town, a desert
scene.
8. Prepare a story to tell your class about the Chinese people in Cali-
fornia. '.Thy are there so many? How many are allowed in now? What
f(
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information can you find about San Francisco's Chinatown?
9. Tell the story (in booklet or lecture form) of the missions in Cali-
fornia.
10. Make a picture exhibit of desert animals, reptiles, insects, birds,
trees and shrubs, annuals.
11. Prepare a report on "Kow do people live on the desert."
12. Several pairs of words are listed below. If they mean the same, place
"S" on the line; if they are different place a "D" there.
a. terriers
—
rabbits g. worthwhile
—
useless
b. mock
—
mimic h. tracked
—
followed
c. silent
—
quiet i. worried encouraged
d. skilful- clumsy j. finally- at last
e. snarl
—
tangle k. tired
—
lazy
f. partner
—
enemy 1. jockey
—
waiter
13. One word on the right means the same or nearly the same as the one on
the left. Mark it.
a. procession parade expedition machinery
b. valuable unusual cheap precious
c. astonishing comforting assuring surprising
d. blizzard calamity storm peace
e. permitted allowed discouraged assisted
f. merrily bravely gaily sincerely
g. specialist experts engineers oculists
h. finished regarded completed stopped
i. exploring requesting seeking striving
j. elegant miserable comfortable handsome
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14. In Chapter YIII are the following words. Arrange in alphabetical
order and attach correct meanings to words.
a. adventurous
b. alien
c. arrived
d. collection
Meanings:
eager to find out
made up his mind
to do as one is told
daring
e. conversation
f. decided
g. curious
h. excitement
i. finally
j. instruction
k. obey
1. pleased
came
number of things
tall
at last
foreign
delighted
strong feeling
telling how
15. Matching Opposites. The first list below contains words found in
Chapter IX. After each word place its antonym (opposite) from list
II.
List I
down slow low
inside bright fresh
common sure juicy
carefully big safety
busy quickly beloved
near straight vast
inner lucky tidy
white heavy handsomely
worse brave ly good-natured
small loud good
well first
(
List II
unlucky light soft
cowardly high last
stale dry loudly
hated ugly enormous
untidy cross bad
up outside far
carelessly outer black
large ill better
idle unusual fast
dull uncertain small
slowly crooked
16. In Chapter XII the following words describe. Find synonyms:
tall small thorny
close tough beautiful
flat large strangest
sturdy important giant
17. Read pages 249-254.
a. What must plants have to live in the desert?
b. "That shrub is seen most often on the desert?
c. IThat is the commonest desert tree?
d. '.That use did the Indians make of mesquite pods?
e. What trees grow only near a river and near a spring?
18. Construct a sandtable desert scene putting in clothespin figures
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Other Stories of Exciting Thrills For You
Lorna Doone Blackmore
Kidnapped Stevenson
Last of the Ivlohicans Cooper
Robin Hood Pyle
The Deerslayer Cooper
The Flamingo Feather Munroe
Hero Tales from American History Lodge and Roosevelt
The Book of Courage Hagedorn
The Making of An American Riis
Cow Country James
Knocking Around Shaw
Letters of a Woman Homesteader Stewart
Shale Hunting with Camera and Gun Andrews
Tenting Tonight Rinehart
African Game Trails Roosevelt
The Glorious Adventure Halliburton
Alaska Days with John Muir Young
Adventures of Billy Topsail Duncan
David Goes Voyaging Putnam
African Adventure Stories Loring
Lions Johnson
Deric in Mesa Verde Nusbaum
Stories of Adventure Herzberg

CHAPTER XII
RESULTS OF CLASSROOM EVALUATION OF
METHOD OF INSTRUCTION CHOSEN
On the basis of the results from the Otis Quick-Scoring Mental
Ability Test, administered in November, 1940, a number of pupils from
English classes taught by the writer were selected and matched with pu-
pils of like intelligence quotient and mental age. One group of these
pupils was to be taught by the unit method of instruction; the other
group made up of those pupils found to "match" these was to be taught the
same material but by the traditional or textbook method.
In November and again in April these groups were given the Coopera-
tive English Tests entitled "Effectiveness of Expression" (Bl) and "Read-
ing Comprehension" (CI). The results of these tests are here charted
showing test scores and giving the gain or loss by each pupil.
Group one, the unit method group, shows a steady and consistent
growth due to widened interests, improved attitudes, higher appreciation-
al values, increased opportunities to further ability to organize and
express ideas. Much of this cannot be measured by any test and is visi-
ble only through observation.
Group two, the textbook group, given the same material but not the
opportunity to browse, to widen interests beyond actual subject matter
in text, shows, in English expression, a slight loss. However, the
-195-
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great difference shows in reading comprehension. A glance at the chart
will show that the child who worked under the elastic boundaries of the
unit method greatly profited.
Perhaps the results as shown by the textbook group might be laid to
lagging interest. No textbook of itself will interest every child and
no child, lacking interest, gains real or lasting knowledge in any field.
44
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Table 1. Amount of Gain or Loss Shown Under Differing Teaching Methods
VXJL \J\JLLI M A1*1 • • I 0
Effectiveness of
Expression
Reading
Comprehension
1940 1941 Gain or
Loss
1940 1941 Gain or
Loss
1 Leo IK OlD-2 116 44 45 fX 40 42 +2
2 Jean 15-2 116 39 38 -1 40 28 -12
1 onaries ±D-<5 11/ 51 57 +6 51 62 + 11
2 Miriam 15-2 115 47 49 +2 47 40 -7
1 Mario 15-6 116 37 40 +3 34 47 + 13
2 Robert 15-4 115 34 35 +1 43 39 -4
1 Pearl 10-4 11/ 43 51 +8 51 57 +6
2 Daniel 15-0 118 42 46 +4 48 37 -11
1 Dorothy 15-0 103 29 44 +15 37 35 -2
2 Warren 15-4 104 39 34 -5 34 30 -4
1 Mary 15-8 105 36 39 +3 41 42 +1
2 Evelyn 15-10 107 38 40 +2 35 30 -5
1 Evelyn 15-10 109 34 44 +10 32 40 +8
2 William 15-10 108 38 36 -2 37 35 -2
1 Phyllis 10-O ITT111 32 43 ill+ 11 33s oo + 1
2 Herbert 15-8 108 30 32 +2 39 36 -3
iX 14-0X^ \J 1 Oft 31 39 +8 39 44 +5
2 Charles 13-10 110 40 35 -5 29 24 -5
1 Richard 14-2 107 30 35 +5 37 37
2 David 14-0 109 33 31 -2 41 39 -2
1 Pearl 14-6 110 38 36 -2 33 40 + 7
2 Therese 14-4 109 44 39 -5 37 36 -1
1: Unit method
2: Textbook
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Annotated List of Recent Literature Books
for Junior-High-School Pupils
Title, Publisher Grade, Volume Author
Growth in Reading 7, 8, 9 Pooley-7telcott
Scott, Foresman and Company 1938-39
This is an outstanding series which contains functional material
which should prove vitally interesting to any pupil.
Adventures in Literature I, II Ross
Karcourt, 3race and Company 1927
These volumes contain worthwhile material but are not particularly
well-adapted to this course of study.
Adventures in Reading Ross-Thompson
Harcourt, Brace and Company 1936-1941
The material given here is modern in trend. Selections can be found
for use under these suggested centers of interest.
Let's Read I, II, III, Robert-Rand-
Henry Holt and Company IV Lundgren
1939
These selections are short and simple, but fit well under the sug-
gested centers. These books are suited to slow-reading groups.
Prose and Poetry I, II Greer-Ardale-Yfilbur
L. W. Singer Company 1934-1935
III McGraw
A wide variety of interesting material may be found here for use under
these centers. Books I and II have suggestions for remedial reading.
Reading for Enjoyment I, II, III Reynolds-Deming
Noble and Noble, Publishers, Inc. 1936
These selections seem too difficult for the grade level they suggest.
They do not seem to fit the interest centers of this course of study.
A Junior Anthology 7, 8, 9 Y7ellons-AIcTurnom-Smith
Lardlaw Bros., Inc. 1938
Material of exceptional interest and usability may be found in each
of these volumes.
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Title, Publisher Grade, Volume Author
Highways Barnes-Sessey-Gambill-
American Book Company Green-Haber-Knoz
1940
This book contains much material, but seems best suited to grade 9.
Reading and Literature I, II Haggerty-Smith
'.Vorld Book Company 1958
Some worthwhile material may be found here. It is not organized along
interest-center lines.
Treasury of Life and Literature IV, V Lyman-Moore-Hill-
Charles Scribner's Sons Young
1924-1938
Even though this material is complete, it tends to be less interest-
ing than that found in other volumes.
Great Moments from Great Stories Doyle
Globe Book Company 1939
These brief stories are well suited to slow readers.
Literature in the Junior High School I, II Balenius
Houghton Mifflin Company 1939
Satisfactory, usable material may be found here.
Stars to Steer By Untermeyer
Harcourt, Brace and Company 1941
This is a fine collection of poems which might well be added to the
collection of the teacher.
Stories of Americans At Work Davis-Getchell-Foss
Ginn and Company 1941
The material found here satisfies two of the interest centers.
Desert Treasure Hefferman-Richards-
Harr Wagner Publishing Company Salisbury 1939
This is an excellent book, a complete story plus fine study helps.
Interest Trails in Literature I, II, III Hartley-Cope
1935-1936
All three volumes excellently cover this course of study.



